No $ for Pub bands?
BY GREG BAUMANN
Those who have enjoyed the live
weekend entertainment from TSC's Pub in
the past will not be doing so for the rest of
this semester unless Pub Productions can
come up with additional funding.
This is because the Pub Production staff
was denied most of their special
appropriation request by the Student
Finance Board (SFB) last week.
ACCORDING TO STEVE Rothman,
chairman of SFB, the board only
appropriated $2,000 out of the $5,000
originally requested because of the small
amount of funds available.
The reason for Pub Productions request
for more funding was that the three sets of
account books (listing funds available for
live bands in the Pub) contradicted each
other.

Rothman. "Pub keeps one book, College
Union Board (CUB) keeps'another and we
keep the third. When I did the end of the
year audit on them, I noticed that they had
only $110 left for bands in the Pub for the
rest of the year. So, when Gina Pacheco
(director of Pub Productions) found out, she
flipped!"
According to Rothman, the Pub will
probably be required to charge 50 cents for
the remainder of t he semester, rather than
25 cents as most of the time in the past.

"There was a lack of communications
between the three bookkeepers," said

Continued on page twenty-three
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Gina Pacheco, director of Pub productions, looks dismal.
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Disaster Week At TSC
Flu bugs campus

Snow
closes
college

BY GREG BAUMANN
Trenton State has something in common with most of New Jersey and much of the
United States-an outbreak of influenza (the flu) of epidemic proportions.
According to the TSC health center, over 1400 students have actually reported
symptoms of the flu to the infirmary in the last two weeks.
THE FIGURE IS significantly greater than half of the dormitory students, who are the
ones responsible for reporting to the health center in most cases.
Over 800 TSC students became ill last week, while over 600 cases were reported by
Friday, when the number of symptoms began to slack off, Health officials report.
Kathleen Piekielniak, director of TSC Health service^said she believed a Texas oriented
strain of t he flu was responsible for most of the TSC outbreak.although the Red (Russian or
Asian) strain could also be the cause.
The Red flu, which -ute health department officials believe to be responsible for
invading many of New Jersey's colleges, including state schools, Rutger, Rider, and
Princeton, is the third flu strain to hit the state, following the A-Texas and the A-Victorian.
State otlicials also contirmed that there is no percentage set to determine the amount of
students needed to be sick in order to close a college or institution. They said it is up to the
DR. ROBERT BIERMAN, director of s tudent, health services at Rutgers, said over 60

BY W.L. HAACKER
While Tren^n State is still recovering
from what the National Weather Service
called "one of the worst snowstorms in the
area for 20 years," the weatherman is
threatening more of the same for this week.
The snowstorm that hit the tri-state area
and
tire eastern seaboard lasted
approximately 36 hours, dumping nearly 20
inches of snow in the Mercer County area
and up to 44 inches in areas of Vermont.
"THE BIGGEST PROBLEM that we
faced in clearing away the snow was that so
much snow fell at such a fast rate,"
according to TSC Head Groundskeeper,
Louis McClintock. "Our men were in
Monday at 4 a.m. and the snow wasn't
falling as hard then so we opened the main
entrances, the road around the college, and
started on the main student lots.
"By 6:00 a.m. the snow started falling
faster and drifting," he said. "It was like
bailing water out of a boat - the more you
took out the more that kept coming in."
The storm continued and by noon, classes
were cancelled for the day, the first time in
nine years, according to Senior Groundskeepers Shel Cubberry and Morris Unkly,
both with 15 and 14 years experience
respectively.

A student plays in the snow
Staff Photo by Michael Conn

raising the gasoline tax currently at eight
cents by one penny.

WHILE THE COST to the state is
high, the cost for TSC will be relatively low,
between $2,500 and $3,000 according to
Peter Mills, vice president of Finance and
Administration.
Mills attributeifcQie cost to the contract
ing of outside equipment needed to pile the
snow in the parking lots to heights of seven
feet or more.
Mills explained that the relative low cost
of this last storm compared with the $12,000
price tag of the storm that hit the campus
the first week of school, was because college
maintenance used primarily itk- own
equipment, except for the loaders for used
in this last storm.
While most of t he student population and
The total cost to the state for snow
removal and damages done by the storm many faculty members were already
according to Governor Brendan T. Byrne confined to bed with the Russian flu. the
will reach $44.3 million with $26.1 million in healthier segment was confined to the Pub
damages alone to Monmouth and Ocean that opened early for a "snow party" that
most seemed to enjoy.
continues which have been declared
We had no where else to go," said one
disaster areas by the governor.
A bill pending in the state assembly will student over a beer. "They closed our
Student
Center and the Pub opened enable the state to recoup nearly $37 million
to cover damages and removal costs by believe me, the decision wasn't hard."

Kathleen Piekielniak, director of Student Health Services, examines a sick student.
Staff Photo by Norman Wright

percent of t he University's 27,000 students in the New Brunswick area have been stricken
in the last two weeks.
At Princeton, over one fourth of the students have reportedly developed flu-like
symptoms.
Nationwide, deaths from influenza viruses have reached more than 4,000 according to
the National Center for Disease Control.
' On the basis of the figure, the National Center has concluded that the country is in the
midst of an epidemic.
The Red strain, which mainly affects those under 25, is believed responsible for affecting
more than half of the U.S. Military Academy at West Point N.Y. a nd over 60 percent of
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Make your voice
heard - TSC Prez
Brower is asking for
Student input on
the Judicial process.
Page 3

Will you be my Val
entine? See the
special center
spread on TSC
lovers.
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Athlete
of
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Month - This month
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Human Sexuality

Encare Oval: The answer?

Quote: They gave me a medal for killing
ten men, but ten years for loving one.
Anonymous
BY DR. DON BROWN

not understanding of my mental attitude
here.
I reallv hope you can settle my
problem. It's affecting my sex life terribly,
Response:
The Encare Oval is an over-the-counter
vaginal contraceptive. This suppository is

Dear Dr. Brown:
I have a contraceptive dilemma. Because
of&^rciedical problem, I am not permitted to
use any of the convenient birth control
methods or have any operation to sterilize. I
have been told to use a diaphragm. I am
young and single. Oral sex is a part of sex
life and sex itself is for the most part
unplanned. The diaphragm is therefore
inconvenient and inhibiting my sex life. To
stop after oral sex and use a contraceptive
would turn off my partner and probably meI have recently read about a new insert
called the Encare Oval. If I could use it
without my partner's knowledge and with
out stopping oral sex, it sounds like the
answer to my problem. I cannot bring
myself to discuss this problem openly with
my doctors. Can you help?
Thank you
P.S. I wanted to keep the letter short,
but so that you can better understand the
problem, I am 29 and have a cardiac-pul
monary problem and take anitcoagulants. I
am not permitted to have children, and any
operations, including abortions, would be
dangerous. Guys run the other way if they
( s uspect you are not on the pill or have been
fixed. I am trying to use the diaphragm on a
rhythm basis and cut out my oral sex at that
time, but I'm afraid of a slip-up as my blood
thinners have caused an hormonal
imbalance and my cycle is a mess. My
doctors are more interested in my physical
problems than my sex life and are therefore

Although the Encare Oval has been usu
activiated by the body's heat to form a
physical and spermicidal barrier across the in Europe for over four years, it's relative^
cervix. It is effective about ten minutes new to the American market. One studv of
after insertion and last for approximately over 10,000 German women indicated
two hours, although a new one should be pregnancy rate of approximately 1 peraJ
inserted each time you make love, even if which is better than the IUD Howev
it's within the two hour limit.
since it is a local method, imDroner„
could affect its effectiveness. Also a laS
cervix or even the cervical placement found
in some women-such as those that 1
standing anteriorly-could lessen its prol*
tive ability, so i will have to wait untX
U.S. trials are completed before statin? ft
effectiveness rate. Since it doesn't defoam
it's probably more effective than foam and
should compare favorably to other methods
of contraception that don't require a
physician's prescription and supervision
There are apparently several advantage,
to the- Encare Oval. Side effects are rare
and localized. I've heard of one male w ho
was allergic and ended up with a sligh tly
swollen and bright red penis for a shor t
time, and one woman reported a "weird"
sensation. It is very convenient since it can
be purchased over-the-counter, is inexpen
sive ($3.75 for 12), it is., used only wh en
needed, and doesn't have to interrupt
lovemaking. Also, since it is clean the
Oval should have no affect on o ral sex ual
activity.
Since you should not have children
because of your medical problems, why not
talk with a good gynecologist about the
possibility of having a laporoscopy, also
known as band-aid surgery. This is a minor
surgical procedure performed under local
anesthesia that can be done on an out
patient basis which probably would not b e
advisable in your particular case. Many men
would welcome this safety, and if som e run
the other way because you are "fixed," you
don't need them. Put yourself first.

Outside My Closet Door

Many gays don't gamble

BY LINDA L. SEARLES
Over 1,000 students at Trenton State
College are virtually invisible. Out c" -ight,
out of mind, right? Wrong! These people are
never out of the minds of people like myself.
Who are they, where are they, and why are
thev invisible?
The Kinsey report back in the 1940s
(conservative estimates, by today's stand
ards), found that approximately ten percent
of the population is homosexual. The gay
students at TSC are the invisible (conserva
tively over 1,000 members) community, but
why this self-imposed invisibility?
THE NUMBER ONE reason is or should
be obvious: the fear of being ostracized.
This is a remarkable phenomenon relating

Of Council

almost exclusively to gay people. Family,
close friends and even new acquaintances
may harshly disown someone they pre
viously cared a great deal about. The
straights seem to be able to deal with
susDicion. but for them to hear the truth is
another story. This "gamble" is one that
many gays will never take.
Some students are in a homosexual
relationship and may not even realize it as a
relationship very different from a hetero
sexual one. This may sound bizarre but it
can act as a defense mechanism, "I'm in love
with a person who just happens to be of my
same sex." It is often times easier to ignore
this lifestyle than to deal with it.
Maintaining invisibility also depends a
great deal on one's future career plans.
Careers in education, the ministry, govern

ment and others are virtually closed to
gay person.
There is another group of gays who feel
no need to become visible and to shed
their closet. They feel that they are not
having any problems with their secret
lifestyle so "why cause any?"
These are but a few reasons why you may
not know of any gays on campus. I'm sure
there are as many different reasons as
there are gays. Whatever the reason, the
invisibility exists. The hiding of one's
feelings, the making up of stories to pacify
roommates and parents, the forced double
life goes on and will continue to go on until
the gay life-style is accepted as an
alternative life-style.
Therefore coming out is not good for
everyone and for the above mentioned

reasons, this is more than understandable. I
am by no means advocating for all w
people to come forth and be proud. B ut
being open about one's sexuality is a ve ry
real necessity for others. The lies be come
too much to deal with and it is difficult to
play down an important part of ones lif eComing out is not flaunting one's sex ual
preference but simply refusing to rem ain
invisible.

EDITOR'S NOTE: This column reflects the
personal opinion of the author and is
intended to operate as an open dia logue
between the TSC community and the
author. Please direct all response to the
author through The Signal office.

Think, before talking

without at least consulting a lawyer. What
may seem to be a statement of your rights
may
in fact say that you are giving them up.
Everyone knows about the constitutional
right to remain silent: however, an in
dividual caught in the midst of a pressureWHAT WERE YOU doing on the night of
packed situation will often give up this June 31st?"
valuable right.
You have the right to remain silent (but
The following are some helpful tips not to make false statements). You don't
quoted from a pamphlet published by the have to answer any questions or identify
American Civil Liberties Foundation of anyone, including yourself, and you do not
Pennsylvania:
have to sign anything. You do not have to
let agents enter your home or car unless
AN AGENT OF the FBI, local police, they have a valid search warrant. If they do
Immigration Department, Treasury or not have a warrant, you may insist that
some other government agency may knock they leave you alone. If they have a sc.. ch
on your front door. Be ready by knowing warrant, check it carefully and if it
your rights. The agent wants you to talk, appears valid, let them enter. You don't
but it is your constitutional right to be have to go with them unless they place you
silent.
under arrest. Don't assume you are under
"Hello. I am Special Agent Erskine from the arrest. Ask if you are free to go.
FBI. I w ant you to answer a few questions,
please."
"What is your brother's full name? Who
Ask to see their identification. Look at it pays the rent?"
carefully. Take your time and stay cool.
Agents may try to make you feel guilty
Write down names and numbers. If they for not giving them simple, harmless, or
have a car, note the kind and license plate readily available information. But re
number. Write down the time and place. member: it is very hard to stop talking once
Later, you may want to give this inform you have started. Agents may claim it is
ation to a lawyer.
your duty to talk to them, but in fact it is
"Please read this statement of your your right to stay silent.
rights and sign it."
"Y our next door neighbor has applied for
Don't sign anything an agent hands you a job with the Defense Department and we

would like to know your impressions of her. friend's political, sexual, or religious beliefs
Does she get along well with people? Does and actions. If you refuse to answer just
she drink a lot? Does she go to political this question, your refusal may give * .
meetings?"
impression of your friend. Why not cnec*
first with your friend before answering an
questions? If you then decide to an»»
THE FBI AND other agencies are questions, you might still want to make
assigned the job of making regular checks record of all questions and answerson applicants for certain federal jobs. If y ou
Think carefully before giving up J ,
are approached about someone you know, right to remain silent. If you decide to ta •
the agents may ask, along with seemingly remember the importance of having otne
normal onpsiinnc
inn about
oRAiit your with you-especiallv your lawyer.
questions, 9a miDcf
question
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WTSR expects renewal
BY GREG BAUMANN

Staff Photo By Norman Wright

Bobby Hefferon asks TSC to "turn me on."

Trenton State students will not have to
turn to an alternative radio station.
Not for the next three years, anyhow.
THIS IS BECAUSE WTSR, the college's
f.m. station, expects its license to be
renewed by The Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) in Washington.
According to Robert Hefferon, station
manager of WTSR, this years renewal came
easier than expected. "Usually Rider Col
lege challenges us for our 91.3 spot on the
f.m. dial," said Hefferon. "We were sur
prised they didn't this year."
Hefferon was referring to the fact that,
according to FCC regulations, any organi
zation wishing for another station's fre
quency (either a.m. or f.m.) on the dial, can
challenge the station's license by proving
that it can provide more of a public service
to the listeners than the current licenseholder does.
In the past, Rider has challenged TSC's
license almost every time the renewal
application was due, which is every three
years.
Hefferon noted that this year all the radio
stations on the east coast are required to
apply for license renewal.

Striker doors on way
BY CAROL SANTASUSSO

Xa

The new security system at TraversWolfe dormitories, known as "striker
doors," still has at least a couple of weeks
before it is put into operation.
Ronald Bollheimer, resident area man
ager at Travers-Wolfe says once the final
set of doors has arrived and has been
installed, the system, which is one part of a
three-way security beef-up will go into
work. The other two, increased student
security and rekeyed residence halls are
alreadv in effect..
THE SYSTEM, WHICH is the brain
child of William Klepper, director of
student auxiliary services, was partly
generated by last year's rash of stolen
property, but also installed to keep
Travers-Wolfe security in line with the rest
of the campus housing, according to
Bollheimer.

The main difference with this system as
compared to others on campus, says
Bollheimer, is it works with the student's
meal card instead of a key.
The striker doors, purchased from a
Victor, New York firm on a low-bid basis,
will operate from midnight to 7:00 a.m., as
opposed to the present security guard duty
which lasts only to 4:00 a.m.
According to Klepper, the system is
being financed out of a cash reserve fund
left over from the $1.00 per student I.D.
card charge. The system is being tried on a
one-year lease basis at a cost to the school of
$3,000 annually, considerably less
expensive than equal manpower hours,*
according to Klepper.
Bollheimer feels the main complaints
from students will be that early morning
visits will have to be prearranged and
students returning after midnight will have
to have their meal cards with them in order

Brower asks
student impact
BY PEGGY BALLMAN

Staff Photo by Michael Conn

Steve Williamson checks out the new
security system being installed.
to gain entrance.
Information will be distributed to stu
dents prior to institution of the system so
they may become familiar with its advan
tages and operation Bollheimer said.

Parking presents problems
intriguing. Almost all of the nine towaways
the medians.
In previous issues, this paper has so far have occurred either behind the
published numerous articles expounding Travers-Wolfe cafeteria or in the Hub
Finding a parking place on the Trenton upon some of the bizarre parking situations parking lot near the bookstore. Both of
State College campus is more difficult than occurring here on campus. Apparently, the these areas have been designated as loading
ever due to the weather conditions of last Situation has not been alleviated if the first zones and parking in them results in an
we&k of this semester is used as an automatic towaway.
month.
The reasons for no parking in these areas
The chaos of finding an open spot indicator. The chaos is as prevalent as ever.
amongst hundreds of bumpers is the During the first full week of ticketing, are because delivery trucks need the space
for
business purposes and if they're filled
commuter's biggest headache. And it which began on January 30, hundreds of
tickets were issued. The reasons for these with cars, it hinders the process. However,
doesn't look like it's getting better.
headaches are many.^First of all, when the there are no signs in these areas indicating
DURING THE FIRST week of ticketing, plows cleared the show from the storm that cars will be towed. There is a chain
hundreds of violation cards have been prior to the reopening of school, they piled behind the T-W cafeteria that is supposed
issued and nine vehicles towed. Most of it on top of many available parking spaces. to be up to keep people out. It's rarely up.
A source close to campus police estimates What's to stop an unsuspecting driver from
these vehicles were parked illegally
because snow plows piled large drifts onto that about one sixth of the total parking parking in these areas and getting slapped
many of the parking spaces, making it area on campus has been eliminated due to with a $25 towing fee?
The general feeling of t he students is that
impossible for anyone to position his vehicle piles of snow. Students with valid parking
normally (i.e., perpendicular to the medians decals have been forced to park illegally and campus police are out to gei uiem, wnne
the police maintain that they are only doing
dividine the Student Center parking lot). consequently, have received tickets.
The towing situation is particularly their jobs and insuring the safety of the
Instead, many cars have parked parallel to
campus. The previously mentioned source
sided with-the students by saying it seems
that the pops "go out of their way to nab the
kids," and cited it as a "rotten' situation.
BY PAT DORAN

•

Staff Phi do By Norman Wright

SGA President Doreen Bierman suffers through the hassles of a poor parking situation.

CLAYTON BROWER, PRESIDENT of
TSC, is the ultimate bearer of WTSR's
license according to Hefferon. "Brower's
name is on the license", said Hefferon, "but
the real holder is the Trenton State Radio
System, which is comprised of o ur advisory
staff."
WTSR's advisory staff consists of full
time advisors Jack Frazier and Mike
Haman and faculty advisors Gary Wood
ward, Peter Panos and Paul Rogosky.
Hefferon, who drove down to Washington
in order to present WTSR's application to
the FCC, says he is proud to have
accomplished a license renewal during his
term as station manager.
"I think we are really pulling our own
weight", he says. "Especially since I pulled
our files in the FCC office in Washington.
We were totally clean. Rider's challenges
were never even made official!"
Hefferon is also proud of the fact that in
the past the FCC listed WTSR as 96 percent
entertainment, while this year they are
only 76 percent. "You know what that
means," he says. "We're now providing
more of a public service, and for a
non-commercial station, that's great."
SO, WITH ANOTHER three years under
their belts, the staff of j^TSR hopes to
become even more of a positive alternative
to their listeners.

COLLEGE COMMUNITY RELATIONS
Officer R. Thomas Hagaman tried to
downplay the tewing, calling it a "hassle to
everyone involved.
He also explained that there are no
towaway signs on campus because he tett
that it would cause more confusion. I
was reminded by Hagaman that the
Campus Motor Vehicle Regulation booklet
clearly states what drivers can and cannot
do on this campus. But he said the booklet is
lengthy and most students probably don't
bother to read it.
OlllhlllUll.oll IKKH t u\utu-fiiv

The ad hoc committee to review the
judicial structure of Trenton ^tate College
met with President Clayton'Brower Thurs
day afternoon, at a first meeting.
The outcome of the meeting was a
request by any member of the campus
community to submit specific suggestions,
with reasons, for improvement of the
judicial structure.
"SUGGESTIONS FOR CHANGE of the
judicial structure should be identified by
the specific section of the judicial code
recommended for change," Brower said.
Student members of the ad hoc commit
tee include Doreen Bierman, Student
Government Association (SGA) president,
William Haacker, associate editor of The
Signal and ex-Signal editor-in-chief, Carol
VanSant, president of the American Crimi
nal Justice Association, and Dianna
Freeman, sophomore computer science
major and member of the Student Finance
Board.
Haacker also served on the previous
committee to examine the judicial structure
formed in September, 1976.
Other members of the committee are
Brower, as chairperson, Dr. Eileen Smith
associate protessor ot cnemistry, Alice
Mathesian, librarian at the Roscoe L. West
Library, Dr. Jesse Rosenblum, assistant to
vice-president for academic affairs, and
Dr.Robert Thrower, director of t he division
of industrial engineering and technology.
The student members of the committee
were chosen from recommendations made
to President Brower by Bierman. Brower
had the final approval.
"I PICKED STUDENTS who I thought
knew something about the judicial
procedure, and who showed an interest and
desire to change it," said Bierman.
"Bill served on the committee last year,
Carol I chose because of her interest and
because she is a voune student. If there are
changes she'll be around in the years to
come. I chose myself because there are
some personal changes I'd like to see."
The third student, Dianna Freeman, is
a member of the All College Disciplinary
Board (ACDB) and was chosen by that
board to serve on the review committee,
according to Bierman.
The faculty members chosen to serve on
the committee were picked by the Faculty
Senate Students Affairs Council and serve
on that committee which has previously
studied the record of the ACDB, according
to Rosenblum.
Deadline for all suggestions for improve
ment of the judicial structure is Wednes
day, March 1; 1978. Copies of the judicial
structure can be obtained from President
Brewer's office on the second floor of Green
Hull, doom -10.
t twiniut u
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Opinion Analysis

A C D B : A big joke ?

W.L.HAACKER
A year-and-a-half ago when I walked out
of the last judicial committee hearing, I
walked away with a bad taste in my mouth.
Defeat had been a bitter pill that we were
forced to swallow. While some students and
faculty were thankful the marathon meet
ings that had lasted three months were
finally over, several students (including
myself) and some concerned faculty mem
bers walked out of Green Hall feeling
beaten.
WE HAD WON several minor points, but
we lost the major battles.
It was a poker game in which the Dean of
Students, Jere Paddack, dealt himself a
winning hand, as the rest of the student
body were the losers.
We felt both frustrated and used, in that
the dean knew what could be accepted and
what could not. In other words, it was
already written before we entered the
room. We were a token committee and just
existed. However, some of the committee
members actually felt they could come up
with a viable judicial procedure instead of
the farce that we are now saddled with.
While the Dean argued to keep the
loop-holes, we argued for hours to shore
them up.
«
For the year the All College Disciplinary

Roard has been in existence, it has drawn
repeated attacks from this newspaper, the
Student Government Association and more
recently the American Criminal Justice
Association It has been one of the more
controversial topics on campus.
NOW AFTER ONE year of inept
bungling by the ACDB, the college and TSC
President Clayton Brower have a chance to
redeem
redeem themselves.
themselves.
Now it is the ACDB that is on trial and it
will probably get a better shake than most
of the students that went before it.
At the very least, the ACDB will be given
an impartial-unbiased hearing, and that is
more than it deserves and considerably
more than it gave the students that had the
misfortune to go before it.
I have to admit my prejudice on this
point: It is my conviction, pardon the use of
the word, that the campus judicial structure
is a stain on the college's name, and isn't
worth the powder it takes to blow it to hell!
It is quite impossible for me to have an
open mind on this matter. I helped write
the last one, and I feel responsible for
giving the college one of it's worst
anethemas since the spinal meningitis
scare.
PRESIDENT BROWER HAS 'said that
he wishes to receive input from all those
willing to give it. All that is asked is that

the individual who has something to say will
do so in writing so comments will be easier
for the committee to correlate. It is further
reqested the section number of the judicial
process be cited to ease the job ahead for
the committee.
.
At this point I see a massive reorgantzation is in order with the top priority being
the ouster of the conflmt-obinterest cal ed
the Dean of Students and his sidekick

Sheila Fleishman from the process as they

not optimistic,
My pessimism may be uncalled for, and 1
hope that it is There are, however, some
questions that should be asked: Why we re
all of the people who are still at this schoc.
(faculty and students) overlooked froc
being a part of the committee?
And, why didn't President Brower seler
;
any student rights mjnded facult
We have one in our midst that helped ^
a chapter

in

the

newest

have shown themselves incapable
of liberties Union (ACLU) handbook
understanding basic and rudimentary student;S rights? Why wasn't this indiviHi!'
student rights to the point of walking over selected?
constitutional law. .
We do however have some Dennl® « -i
The
point is going
^oug^e ^
the committee w ith an||
process
and filling in the aean-maae mind, and who give a damn about the K
L
loopholes in order to make it a structure not student who cet.s himeoif/iuu.<.„J •.
a collection of vague generalities to be left trouble.
^
himself/herself into
open for interpretation.
BECAUSE THESE PEOPLE do
And when the above tasks are complete, and
jjr Brower will remain open mi n<W
the next job is to find someone who is not to the soiutions that the committee rive,
only able to understand the written
j mjght not walk away this time with
process, but someone who is also willing to
bad taste in my mouth.
follow the guidelines set forth in the
j would like to believe that thjs
structure itself as both Paddack and tge
not as b;g a joke as j i magj„e(j •.
Fleishman have been unable to do so.
would be. 1 remain hopeiul that we ca n
I am hopeful thai the new judicial review brjng about the needed changes to make the
committee can right the wrong that has campUS judicial structure better suited to
existed for one year.
meet not only the campus'needs, but th e
I AM HOPEFUL that these tasks can e
individual student who might have to
done, but based on the past hearing, I am appear one 0f these days.

Get while the getting is good
BY C-EORGE MCDONALD
I'd like to toss out a few commonly held
beliefs to you all in an effort to test your
faith in them:
There will be no victor in a nuclear war.

nable dike to such currents, and tne iatai
cracks always come from forces from
outside, rather than failures from within.
Surely we must realize that there is one
hell of a difference between the economic,
political, and military structure of our
nation at its inception and what exists now.
An economy of private, individual entre
preneurs has given sway to ^massive
corporate-owned conglomerates and gov
ernment-subsidized industries. A small,
decentralized government is now a sprawl
ing bureacracy, as is also the military
establishment, which includes not only the
generals in the Pentagon, but also their
cohorts in the arms industry.
Is individual freedom and dignity threat
ened by these changes?
It is said that our way of doing things is
evolutionary, and that there are prices to be
paid for the evolution of man. Should we
pay with our individuality for the good of
the cause, if indeed it is on the price tag?
I take the posture that our democratic
way of deciding things is not quite yet, but
will be soon, a farce, as it is in many other
parts of the world. Many people evidently
already believe that, or perhaps voter
turnout would be higher.

weapons, Americans have cuiiceAuu uie
reality of a doomsday war of futility, with
nobody the winner. Not all governments of
the world have quite the same sense of
futility.
A nuclear war can be won by striking so
hard and unexpectedly and/or fast that the
enemy is unable to strike back. This has
been the primary basis of the arms race.
ICBM's strike faster than bombers. The
race was initially on to build enough ICBM's
to wipe out the enemy before he could send
his bombers out in return. The US did not
achieve initial superiority in order to do
this. For the last fifteen years, nobody in
the arms race has produced a significantly
faster, undetectable missile until now.
The cruise missile developed by the US is
here. A cruise missile can be launched from
anywhere and the Russians can't detect it
because it flies too close to the ground to be
picked up by radar. The cruise missile is
also relatively cheap to produce.
Our superiority is of limited duration. It
won't be long before the Russians figure out
a way to detect an incoming missile flying
low, build a cruise missile for themselves, or
deploy some new weapons system such as
orbital bombardment platforms.

THERE WILL NEVER be another
Vietnam.
The next war we get into will be
supported and approved by the people.
The draft is dead.
We will never be the aggressors in a
nuclear confrontation.
No major foriegn power will ever use
nuclear weapons in the near or even far
future.
THE CONSTITUTION WILL always ex
ist, and the Bill of Rights will never be am
ended in a direction towards tyranny.
There will never be a war in Europe
again.
Technological supremacy is evolutionary.
Western civilization will cruise through
the year 2,000 without holocaust, environ
mental disaster, or collapse of democracy.
The United States is a unique phenom
enon. Few civilizations in the recorded past
have strived as hard as we have to protect
individual dignity and freedom. The current
of history or of mankind has generally been
DO WE DO some getting while the
THE DECISION TO propel us into
toward the tyranny of caste society or the conflict again will be m?.de by a small group getting is good? Will the Russians? Re
humiliation of the mass society.
member,
the decision to attack first will not
of men, irrespective of what the populace
desires. Who ordered us into Vietnam, be made by an anxious population, but by a
WE ARE IN error to think that our Korea, and World War II?
few key government officials and generals.
American piece of civilization is an impreg
With the development of nuclear Remember also that the trend of decision

Straight Dove

making power in this country has been
toward centralization and concentration.
There is also the neutron bomb, which is
a battlefield weapon. It is not intended to be
used on strategic targets such as New York
or Moscow. It is needed to back up NA TO,
which because of massive Russian tro op
buildups and slowly executed munitions
mobilization is unable to stop a pres umed
soviet attack. President Carter is alr eady
sending 8,000 more troops to Europe, and
the Army is having a serious mnpowr
problem as it is.
How will this problem be resolved!
I'm not the only person who in 1975, t wo
years after the draft was halted and on e
year after mandatory registration was
discontinued, to receive a card from the
selective service saying that we were no w
in class ready to go IA, no longer in holding
class IH. My> several letters to the draft
board in Washington asking the meaning
this advisement brought bureaucratic de
nials that the deed was ever done.
Reports of a possible restartup of the
draft are surfacing in the news. The exten
of the possible requistioning ranges from
drafting of reservists to drafting one out
everv three vounc men around 198WHETHER OR NOT the world will make
it to 2001 without global disaster is
unknown. I am less than a true prophet.
I feel confident however, and uncomfort
ably so, in predicting that the world is not
going to just cruise to 2001, and that we are
in for some serious times ahead.

Stick with 'good gold'

BY HIGH HARRY
I was surprised at the amount of letters I
got this past week. I'm glad that all you
weren t afraid to send in your questions.
Just keep them coming in.

1 - Mr. High Harry,
Neither I nor High Hat recommend the shit, not know the danger of h ard drugs
I recently bought some THC." After
Good gold is just as good and a lot cheaper
snorting the stuff, I can't see why people and safe.
3 - High Harry,
take time to light up a joint. Are you
against the stuff, or what?
2 Dear High Harry,
My boyfriend claims that he kn>
THC or Tetrahydracabbinol, is the active
My brother recently told me that he's a someone
imeone that died from an overdose ot p<
ingredient in pot. However, you can't be
regular smoker. Is it harmful? He is only Is he bullshitting?
snorting PURE THC; it's never been
purified 100 percent.
Some grades of
That depends on where he smokes. At
What a way to go! As a matter ot fee
hashish may be 80 percent, but never 100 school or at home is bad news.
did three times last week.
fkau
percent.
We're still governed by a generation that funerals.
HIGH HAT, MY roommate, says that
tells it's children that masturbation makes
OF COURSE YOU can't OD from gra
you were probably snorting PCP. PCP or
you go blind. To be fair, there are some Either you will forget how to smoke, or J
Phencyclidine (angels dust), is mean stuff.
oldsters who have read the works of A.S.
PCP is an animal tranquilizer (Marilin Noill and treat their children accordingly, fall asleep.
You can, however OD on PCP that
Perkins uses it all the time-on animals). It
• but laws are laws, and we are the governed. have been mixed with the dope. Too m'
deadens all your voluntary muscles. During
GETTING HIGH REQUIRES a certain PCP will affect the cardiac muscle cans
the 60 s, it was also used for pretty bizzarre amount of maturity. If a young person gets
Arrythmia and eventually death,
mob hits. They used it on a victim that
high, he may find that he can't control want to find out whether or not your s
drove on freeways a lOt. It would t.:ke
himself and do something dangerous.
is spiked, shake it and check the corners
effect just as he was going about 70 mph
Unless your brother has a booming paper
Unable to move, he would be still very route. I don't understand exactly what you white powder.
In reply to Mr. Ritter's letter to
aware that he was approaching an Intersec
mean
by regularly. If he gets high as much editor. Zieg Heil! Suppress the presstion - fun.
as me, then I hope that he hasn't resorted to cannot discuss such matters openl> or
There has been a resurgence in the use of crime.
uninformed masses would retaliate aga
PCP. but it's mostly used as a joint kicker.
I would advise a talk with him. He may the state, and we would have democracy
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Student Center
wins design award
mr nni

> otii mrnn

BY ZELDA SHLUKER

The next time you walk in one door of t he
Trenton State Community Center and out
the other remember that the design of the
diagonal mall you just passed through was
one of the reasons the center won an award.
The center is one of six winners of the
architectural awards given by the New
Jersey Society of Architects. According to
the Society's official publication, the win
ning projects were chosen because they
demonstrated "new design approaches."
The jury emphasized the center's "exciting
A view from the second floor of the Student Center exhibits some of the diagonal mall runs, array of interior open spaces...mall runs
one of the reasons for the center's architectural award.
diagonally through the building...the con
cept was clear and exciting...a person would
enjoy walking through those spaces..."

Crowell Hall unclean
By KARLYN FEDOSH

The basement of the new science wing
in Crowell Hall is a mess. Dr. Fred Pregger,
professor of physics and Dr. Gerald
Nicholls, assistant professor of physics both
agree that the maintenance department has
neglected the new wing.
Nicholls said, "Dr. Pregger has called
maintenance before about this. We have
both written letters and spoken to Charles
Walker, head of custodial services and
Lester Taylor, who was in charge of the
building before it was turned over to the
college.Yet, nothing has been done. We
have both written letters to President
Brower this week." (At press time, the
maintenance department could not be
contacted for comment.)
AT THE FOOT of t he stairwell which is
covered with dirt, there is a huge puddle at
least two or three inches deep and five feet
wide. There is a plank bridging the puddle
which students and faculty must cross each
day to get to the radiation laboratories.
This is not to mention the 30 high school
teachers who cross the bridge every
Tuesday night for a graduate class. Pregger
said, "We have to bring them through here.
I could understand if the building was still
under construction, but it is not."
Pregger and Nicholls, who both use the
new wing frequently, say the size of the
puddle varies with the amount of rainfall.
There are piles of trash all along the
hallway and the floor looks like it hasn't
been swept in weeks.
Cigarette butts are strewn in the corridor
and in the bathrooms in the new wing, and
there are empty boxes torn open and
thrown to the sides of the hall.
LEANING AGAINST THE walls are
old, torn screens and warped chalkboards.
There is a half-empty cement bag left to
lean against the screens.The shelves and
floor are thick with a layer of d irt and dust.
As Pregger pointed out a broom with the
trash leaning in a corner, he commented,
"I've seen it there for several days."

Prize winner
to speak
on N. Ireland

Nicholls said "The wing has been cleaned
once to my knowledge since November." As
he pointed out a metal plate in the stairway,
he said, "This has been sitting here since
last summer."
As a contrast to all this i.iess, the
radiation laboratories are immaculate.
Everything is in its place: neat, and"clean.
Nicholls is in charge of the laboratories, and
he has a custodian assigned to help him.
It is obvious the students will have
trouble with their experiments if they are
contaminated by dust and dirt from the hall
ways. Nicholls said, "Dirt is a problem. If
there is contamination of radioactive
material, we have to dispose of it."

THIS IS NOT a first for Trenton State
since the Humanities Building (Holman
Hall) won this award in 1974.
Barbara J. Shiarappa, secretary to Clay
ton Brower, Trenton State President, said
that Brower was "thrilled." "It's such an
important building for the campus as a
whole that it's good to know it's recognized
for its functional design," said Brower.
"President Brower," Shiarappa said,
"calls the Center the 'living room of the
campus,' because it is so adaptable to all the
uses it is put to."
The community center received two
architectural awards two years ago while it
was still under construction, Dr. William
Klepper, Director of the Student Center
and Student Housing, said. It was also

r»o
nb"£»r1 fifth
o urn
ranked
fifth in
in a
worldwide survey of 300
college unions that have student centers in
terms of architectural appeal and design, he
said.
Klepper is pleased that the building is
serving its purpose. He sees the walk
through area as the commuter student's
first contact with the buildings of the
interior academic community.

UNTIL NOW KLEPPER explained,
the center has been left alone to see how the
student activities and the building would
adapt to each other. "We are at a point
where we are just beginning to understand
the total advantages of the center."
The students, Klepper feels, have
merged into it and truly feel it is their own.
Now that the students have established
social patterns, he said, his department will
support those patterns.
One instrument which will further clarify
how things are working is the random
survey which was recently sent to students
who rated the Center's services. Klepper
said the responses are now being compiled
and the methods to analyze them are being
developed.
For instance, Klepper said, "we find that
open space serves us well. We utilize the
main corridor for distribution of inform
ation, sales of goods, bazaars," he said,
"While areas such as the snack bar and
Rathskeller are kept free of special groups,"
so that students can share it to discuss
among themselves. Meanwhile, he said, the
second floor serves special groups.
Klepper found that the facility also utiliz
es the Ct tdr on a day-to-day basis, using
the snack bar, bank and college stores gf
well as renting meeting rooms.
ASIDE FROM THE need for more
space, especially storage space, Klepper
said there is no big complaint about the
center. In some ways its size was an
advantage in that you couldn't feel lost in it
and it was not unwieldy to manage.
"Right now we are providing a compre
hensive and good program," Klepper said,
but soon we will get into budget deliber
ations for next year with the Board of
Governors and the Advisory Board." At
that time they will get a reading on the
problem of the accelerated rise in fixed
expenses and discuss the services to be
continued or added.

Staff Photo By John Mitrano

Garbage and excess water obstruct the hallways of Crowell's new science wing.

Pulitzer Prize nominee Jack McKinney of
the Philadelphia Daily News will be one of
the featured speakers at a public forum on
the issue of Northern Ireland.
McKinney,
who is a ' newswriter
for the Philadelphia paper, and also once
the host of a syndicated talk show,
was nominated for the pulitzer prize for his
news-breaking story of Pearce Kerr.
KERR IS A Philadelphia resident who
lived in Northern Ireland for a time and was
arrested by the British government for
alleged IRA activities. McKinney, through

THE ROBBINS PHARMACY

and ^

SAVE

COUNTW
CRICKET

his story on Kerr and his efforts in pursuing
the story was one of the people responsible
for Kerr's release from prison on
Thanksgiving Day of this past year.
Kerr will accompany McKinney to the
forum and will be available for questions by
audience.
Other speakers at the forum will include
William Lynch, professor of English at
Lynchmont Community College in
Pennsylvania. Lynch, after living in the
country for a time, wrote a book on the
struggle for peace in Northern Ireland, and
will present the literary view.

Author Lynn Shriver, commissioned
by the National Council of Churches of the
United States to write on the peace
problem in Northern Ireland, will speak
along with Sean Cronin, the New York
correspondent to the Irish Times, a daily
newspaper in Northern Ireland, and author
of several books on Ireland.
Cronin was active in the Republican
movement in Northern Ireland in the late
50's and early 60's and was also imprisoned
for his political activities.
According to Jesse Rosenblum, assistar
to vice-president of academic affairs, whos
office coordinates the forums, the foruri
will be run in a "David Susskind - typ
manner," and Anthony Bates, exchang
professor from England, will be posin
questions to the speakers.
The forum will be held in R oom 202 Wes
in the Student Center and there is n
admission charge.

applications are now available
f o r s u m m e r o r i e nt a t i o n l e a d e r s
a t t h e i n f or m a t i o n d e s k in t h e s t u d e n t c e n t e r .

CARDS-£I*T:.5

up 45%

on t he processing
Kodolcolor F i l m

C 2. blocks north oP Cairipi'S
Q-'fc " t r a f f i c L ' g k t )

2108 PENNINGTON ROAD

all applications must be returned
no later than
Feb. 22
t o t h e o r i e n t at i o n m a i l b o x
a t th e s t u d e n t a ct i v i t i e s a r e a ,
s e c o n d f l o or s t u d e n t c e n t e r .
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A dilemna atTSC
BY THE INVISIBLE PROFESSOR
Arriving for 10:40 a.m. class on campus
on Wednesday after The Snow I found to
my chagrin that there was no class. This
was particularly disturbing in view of the
fact that I had been lecturing for twentytive minutes before my snowblindness
subsided to the point where I was able to
tell that I was alone in the lecture hall.
Going to my office, I passed the office of my
esteemed colleague, Snakeyes. Seeing him
in, I stopped to find out why I had not been
informed of the cancellation of classes. My
query produced the renlv "constiDation."
Thinking that I had been misunderstood I
queried again, this time receiving the reply
"Couldn't make it." Snakeyes is by nature
somewhat taciturn. He had completed four
rolls of his dice by the time I got the second
reply and completed two more rolls before
the puzzle of his answers yielded to the
combined force of my three university
degrees and intimate knowledge of
Snakeyes' thought processes, such as they
are. Obviously he was supposed to call me
but he'd been sitting on the john and
couldn't get to the phone.
"THE WHOLE NIGHT?" I asked.
"Well, not the whole night, but the
ivories had a hot streak going and I couldn't
let them get cold," was his reply.
Snakeyes devotion to research into the
probabilities expressed by twin spotted
cubes randomly thrown, is legendary
amongst academicians all along the east
coast. I've always thought it a shame that
he didn't choose mathematics as a career.
This decision prompted, no doubt, by his
failure to achieve higher than a "D" in any
mathematics course he ever took.
He
stopped his manipulations of the dice when
he crapped out and began to change the
blotter on his desk. The old issue of Racing
Form joined the four foot high stack in the
corner and a fresh issue became part of the
desk top.
Snakeyes' began annotating it imme
diately, almost as if h is life depended on it.
Which, come to think of it, wasn't so far

from the truth. Gambling had occasioned
Snakeyes' divorce, his problems with the
courts over alimony payments, and, most
recently, late night cqfis from a not-toosubtle collection agent for a local loan shark.
At this point we were joined by Handy
Howard from the Other-Department-Down
the-Hall. He too was engrossed in his
research interests. A current copy of every
men's magazine available at the nearby
Seven-Eleven was cradled in his arms.
"WHAT'S NEW AND different, Handy?"
I questioned.
"Just found a new position I haven't
tried. It's getting harder and harder all the
time to uncover new ones. This one only
requires minor modification of the bedroom
ceiling to accomodate an eight inch steel
I-beam to support flying rings hung from
braided tow chains. I came in to work on
the construction details," he replied
smiling.
Probably driven out by Harried Harriet,
his long suffering wife, I thought to myself.
Snakeyes hates these libidinous inter
changes so
he offered a brilliant new
conversation track.
"What caused all the snow?" queried he
blandly.
"A profound question," offered Handy.
"Let's ask Desk Top Dancer." The Dancer
had much intellectual status with Handy,
having earned his handle by successfully
propositioning two fair sex grad students
and entertaining them simultaneously on
his office desk top. We walked down the
hall to the Dancer's office.
ON OUR WAY through the secretarial
area Miss Tickets, the well-appointed
typist, avoided Handy's awkward gropes
with practiced ease.
Handy took a few
unsuccessful laps around the desk after
Miss Tickets and hence was three steps
behind and a trifle winded when we arrived
at the Dancer's office.
"Hey, Dancer what caused all the snow?"
I paraphrased.
"Clayt ordered it." answered Dancer.
"Came right on schedule, too."
"Say what?" asked three voices in unison.

"Clayt was gonna explain his admin
reorganization to the Bi-Weekly Debating
and Sonombulism Society (a.k.a., Faculty
Senate) but his scouts reported trouble for
the scam in the ranks. So he called in the
bad weather. Now he'll send out the fence
menders to do their work and by the next
meeting the group will proclaim the
universality of his plan by acclamation
accompanied by standing ovation. All well
timed, and in good taste, to be sure."
DANCER THEN SNICKERED insanely
and reached into his lower desk drawer for
the cough medicine he kept there for use
after long orations such as this one.
Dumbfounded, we glanced one to
another, the silence broken only by Dancer
gulping.
"Why, he's politicizing our beloved aca
demic governance," I stammered.
"He
really wasn't seeking our advice and
counsel."
"I'm deeply hurt," offered Handy. "I
trusted his leadership, his integrity. If we
can't trust the man who brought us out of
the darkness and despair of the Heussler
era and into the light of our present
consensual academic governance, who can
we trust?"
Silence borne pf despair reigned. Then
Snakeyes offered a plan.
"WE'LL ORGANIZE. WE'LL demand a
search committee for all new posts. We'll
demand that the Board of Trustees investi
gate.
Five will get you ten that the

students will back us." Euphoria bor ne i
righteous indignation filled thr ee academy
hearts to bursting.
Dancer then destroyed us. "I wouldn't
he said simply. "The man brought on the
worst blizzard in a hundred years, affecting
the whole northeast. Just so's he did nhave to go to a meeting and take a lit tle
flak. Makes you think of w hat he might dc
ifn he really got mad, don't it? Why h
probably knows what's going on here in this
room right now." Even Handy was taken
aback by this.
"Dancer, you can't really be serious," he
said. "No one can control such awesome
forces of nature."
At this point our
deliberations were interrrupted by w hat
might have been thunder. We look ed out
the office window just as the sky in th e
south, over Green Hall, darkened and small
flashes of lightning appeared.
"Out of my office!" yelled the Dancer.
We scattered to whatever presumably
safe places we could separately find. After
an hour and forty-five minutes in the water
closet I ventured out warily. The sky h ad
cleared and the dancer, Snakeyes, and
Handy were foreordained.
The wind
outside my office seemed to whisper assent
as I turned to a proper pursuit for a
dedicated faculty member: the preparation
of my new course in Non-Objective Evalua
tion of New-Erudite Theory. Now there's a
topic I really understand.

BEST PHOTO WINS
$300 VALVE PRIZE
IN THE

1978 PHOTO
SEAL
CONTEST
The SEAL is looking for pictures that represent Trenton State College and its
surrounding community in 1978. (Pictures are not restricted to the campus)
CRITER/A OF JUDGING. Composition, appropriateness, originality, print quality.
There will be a three-membered judging board, to be announced later.

CONTEST RULES
1

—

Must be black and white photos, no smaller than 5 /7, no larger than 8 /1 0
If m o u n t e d , b o r d e r s h o u l d b e n o l a r g e r t h a n 1 i n c h a r o u n d .
P i c t u r e s s h o u l d n o t h a v e b e e n t a k e n b e f o r e Se p t e m b e r 1 9 7 7 ,
All p i c t u r e s b e c o m e p r o p e r t y o f t h e SEAL f o r u s e in t h e 1 9 7 8 y e a r bo o k .
P u b l i c a t i o n is b y d e c i s i o n o f t h e Edito rial B o a r d .
P r e v i o u s l y p u b l i s h e d p h o t o s w i l l n o t b e a c c ep t e d .
S u b m i s s i o n d e a d l i n e i s W e d n e s d a y , M a r ch 2 9 , 1 9 7 8 .
S t u d e n t s , f a c u l t y , a n d s t a f f o f T r e n t o n S t a t e C o l l e g e a r e e l i g i b l e t o e n t er ,
a l t h o u g h p r i z e s w i l l b e r e s e r v e d t o s t u d e n t s w i t h h o n o r a b l e m e n t i o n s g o i n g t o o t h er s .
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Penetrating paranoia or
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The drafting of
Dick Gregory a

BY JOHN R. GOUGH

a token leftist

BYSIMOSKUDIRKAS
"Jimmy Carter hasn't done nothin' for the
black man for the white man to hate him;
and he ain't done nothing for the white man
for the black man to hate him."
"There's this young comedian with a
remarkable rhetorical touch, I really think
he'd be a gem. Sort of a Lenny Bruce, but I
do think he'd be excellent."
"Wasn't Lenny great?"
"Yea."
"When you put the cigarette in the
ashtray, it would go out. So the tobacco
companies, with U.S. government having
full KNOWLEDGE of what was going
down, make cancer-causing paper just so
that the cigarette won't go out." (Tremend
ous applause)
"He's a perfect pick. H e's bright, attract
ive, and believable. That's one thing about
comedians, they never need acting lessons."
"Do you remember the drought last year?
Did you KNOW that it was the worst
drought in our country's history? Did you
also KNOW that with weather control, the
huge corporations' farms had bumper crops
in the middle of this drought. And the
independently-owned farmers lost money
and their farms."
"Politically more valuable than L.B.J.
What a laugh."
"Very funny."
"And when the J.F.K. assassination is
finally straightened out, then people will
KNOW. We can turn this crazy world
around. Just a craaazeee world, I'll tell
vou."
"But L.B.J, wasn't black."
"The companies have ruined many
women-sterility. They have made panty
hose with material that has made women
sterile. They KNEW about the material. So
now, they put a cotton strip there. Style.
Ha. We're so style-conscious. Jockey shorts
are no good for you. The companies KNEW.
When it's cold, a man's testicles contract
and when it's warm, they drop. Jockey
shorts don't allow for this. They KNEW."
"I know."
"Martin Luther King, too. 1 don't know
for sure, but 111 bet he gets himself into a
similar situation."

Now that the winter season has really
started the dormitories across the campus
are lookine for people to shovel snow
Several dorms already have set up signs
and have asked students to shovel snow in
case of a snow storm.
Applications are open to all students who
will be on hand for snow shoveling. For any
other information concerning snow shov
eling contact dormitory staffers.

"They don't care, but they KNOW. When
I ran across country none of the networks
even bothered. The newspapers didn't run
anything. And I fasted while I did it. A
3,300 mile run. Fifty miles a day. The
equivalent of two marathons per day!
Never done before. They KNEW I was
doing it. But they didn't cover it. But we can
change it all around, though. I KNOW we

Just right for a model. With this formula,
we can have a market for all those
vegitarians and liquidarians. What a draft!
Gregory could last. As long as he keeps his
head together."
"I know, but if he doesn't, hell be
speaking in front of a couple rows instead of
a couple thousand."
"Yea. Wait'll he finds out how hard it is to
ca",
,
.
get looks published. Besides, they'll tire of
[Years later] Holy Shit, we hit it big him. Same effect. Effect is wonderful."
this time. This Gregory is a superhuman.

Students investigate
food service
BY DARLENE SHIBER
The Interassociation for Food Service
Review (IFSR) is a recently formed group
of students interested in investigating the
food service contract Cuisine has with the
state.
Made up of students from previous food
service committees, IFSR is reviewing the
contract agreements to see if they have
been carried out properlv.

BY JOHN R GOUGH
library. "She was bright and interested ir
her library. She wanted to work odd hours
Mildred A. Foster, principle library that were inconvenient for the othei
assistant of the circulation department of workers. She locked and opened up the
Roscoe L. West Library here on campus, library on the weekends. She was depend
died Saturday morning January 28, after a able."
short illness.
"As a person she was outstanding," said
Foster was a lifelong resident of Trenton Dr. Paul DuBois, director of t he library, "In
and an active member of the 4H club of her ability and dedication to the college and
Mercer County. She started working the library."
here at TSC in September of 1969. She is
"I've been working in libraries for 15
survived by her husband and three chil years, she was a pro and a tremendous
dren. Internment was at Ewing Cemetery. person, it will be hard to replace her. She
"She was one in a million," said Dr. was a wonderful person and her death is a
Charles Packard, associate director of the great loss to the library and to the college."
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This is th e official notice
as per the Constitution.

Rather than fighting the here and now
bullshit we get year after year, we've been
trying to get at the major problem, the
contract," said Bill Donofrio, an IFSR
member.
"Because Cuisine's contract is up for
renewal soon IFSR is generally trying to
make the contract clearer and removing
any ambiguities so the average student can
understand how it affects them," Donofrio
said.

TSC mourns Foster

'Mi#' The Trenton State College
Amateur Radio Club
will now hold its meeting
on the SECOND Wednesday
in Armstrong Hall Room 56.
Effective Feb. 8( 1978

s

Snow jobs

-
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THE PILOT BALL LINER: A MAGNIFICENT
STEP BACKWARD IN WRITING m
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Give me 011c good
reason: Why not?
BY ROBERT J. LA COSTA
There was something strange about the
snow days. It wasn't that Trenton State
College was forced to close for the first time
in a dozen years due to snow. Many of us
haven't been here for more than a few
years. That wasn't what was so noticable.
The college radio station. WTSR-FM. was
taking cancellation calls before the Neilland Altamose show had even started (6
a.m.). But one call seemd to stand out, for it
was not a postponement. It was, in fact, a
declaration. School was officially shut down
at high noon, but the Pub would open up at
1 p.m. for a special "Snow Party."
THE WARMTH OF Monday and the
days that followed were radiant with
friendship, love, and good cheer. Now that
isn't totally strange, but it was different.
That's whv the announcement was so
special. Of one had to work, how would one
get there? You could, of course, hit the
books.
Oh, well...next suggestion.

no classes.
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The Student Center monitor announces the
welcome news of cancelled class and a Pub
snow party.
The point is that an immediate air of
relief set upon the school faster than the
blizzard itself. Relief is related to the
relieving of responsibility. When people are
relieved, they fly with freedom. That's what
was so unusual about the unexpected
recess.
It was hard NOT to notice. The snow
party was but symbolic of what was
prevalent throughout our celebrating com
munity. The Pub was the rowdiest bar I've
been to since I kilt into The Cowboy Bar in
Jackson Hole, Wyoming. People were
letting loose with primitive snow dances
and primal screams.

Travers-Wolfe residents party it up during unexpected free time when classes we t,
cancelled because of heavy snow.
when you yourself are plowed under. The because ot a beauiuui day.
Absurd?
closest things to complaints were brief raps
What is so ridiculous about freedom from
about the streets, cars, and boredom. The
latter bothered me more than anything as I pressure? What's so strange about wanti
couldn't have enough of the free time that that unmistakable warmth in the dead
winter to return and permeate our li ves'
was sent from above.
THE VACATION HAS ended. But who
will forget those days of pure freedom? To
literally know that there is no tomorrow. It
doesn't happen that often.
In its memory, it would be wonderful for
the students, and, yes, the administration
also, to declare for themselves an annual
"Snow Day," no holds barred. Not even

Surely, we need it. Surely, we wan ti;
Surely, it's not as crazy as the rest of &
nutty year that we put ourselves and other*
through.
Quite possibly, this plea for sanity itself
will be heard by the Student liovernmt
Association and taken up in the form „
legislating a new and welcome "S unshine
Law."

THE NEWS SPREAD fast that Tuesday,
and possibly Wednesday would also be
tacked on as days off. Yaaahoooo! Euphoria.
Music, sweet music. No, not from the Pub
speakers; from the crowd. YAAAHOOOO!
Mature college students were kids again
as they rolled in the snow, molded
kangaroos and other assorted goodies, and
pelted each other with wicked whizzing
winter baseballs.
The dormitories were buzzing as if they
were giant chalets amid a mountainless
wonderland. Doors were open so that
everyone in the halls would joyfully hear
(over and over and over again) the D.J.
whispering those heavenly three words,
"No school tomorrow."
,u I, , ,
,
,
Even as six governors proclaimed their
e ub toast to the snow and states disaster areas, thousands of students
were deaf to their anguish. It's hard to be
upset about Boston heine snowed under

WTSR

91.3 fm

"After Midnight"
Spring Schedule

2/14 Journey
2/15 Grateful Dead
2/16 Dave Mason
2/17 Gary wright
2/18 Tower of Power
2/19 Robert Palmer
2/20 Bryan Ferry
2/21 Ambrosia
2/22 The Hollies
2/23 Spirit
2/24 James Gang
2/25 Roy Ayers
2/26 Allman Brothers
2/27 Sparks
2/28 Johnny Winter
3/1 Eric Carmen
3/2 Gino Vanelli
3/3 Pure Prairie' League
3/4 George Benson
3/5 "Early Elton"
3/6 Ramones
3/7 Mott The Hoople
3/8 Dan Fogelberg
3/9 Jessi Winchester
3/10 Joan Armatrading
3/11 War
3/12 Rock Requiem
3/13 Patti Smith
3/14 Kansas
3/15 Renaissance
3/16 The Dillards

3/17 Phoebe Snow
3/18 Rufus
3/27 Jonathan Richman
3/28 Gato Barbaeri
3/29 Supertramp
3/30 Michael Nesmith
3/31 Jeff Beck
4/1 Temptations
4/2 Pink Floyd
4/3 Alex Harvey
4/4 Good Rats
4/5 Piper
4/6 N.Y. Rock fRoll Ensemble
4/7 Carly Simon
4/8 The Jackson's
4/9 Little Feat

6th Annual Radiothon

4/14
4/15 Brass Construction
4/16 Chick Corea
4/17 Beach Boys
4/18 Eric Clapton
4/19 ELO
4/20 Monkees
4/21 Steeleye Span
4/22 Latin Special
4/23 Frank Zappa
4/25 Todd Rundgren
4/26 Strawbs
4/27 James Tylor
4/28 Kenny Loggins

4/29 Archie Bell and Drells
4/30 Van Morrison
5/1 Kinks
5/2 Rick Derringer
5/3 Climax Blues Band
5/4 Necktar
5/5 Joe Walsh
5/6 Average White Band
5/7 Mellisa Manchester
5/8 Roy Wood
5/9 Larry Coryell
5/10 Nils Lofgren
5/11 American Flyer
5/12 Bob Welch
5/13 Parliament
5/14 Blue Oyster Cult
5/15 David Bowie
5/16 Creedance Clearwater Revival
5/17 Jackson Browne
5/18 Buffalo Springfield
5/19 Chicago
5/20 Santana
5/21 The Doors
5/22 The Rolling Stones
5/23 Rory Gallagher
5/24 Steely Dan
5/25 Andy Pratt
5/26 Rod Stewart

*
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
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Look For WTSR's Monthly List Of "After Midnight!" f
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SOUNDOFF AND SMILE
(THE ROVING PHOTOGRAPHER)

by Pat Calabria

^

Question of the week:
*
What do YOU think of all this snow?

Kenneth
Anyanwu,
sophomore
mechanical engineering technology
major: It's terrible because I'm not used
to the snow. This is the first time I've
seen snow. I've read about it in books.

Marc Brown, junior speech and theater
major: Since we didn't get any snow lor
Christmas and since I like Christmas, I
celebrated again.

Jannah Press, senior art therapy major:
Sell explanatory!

Franny Bulman, senior early childhood
major: It's great! We could play in the
middle of South Broad Street-and you
NEVER play on South Broad Street!

'at Sweeny, senior nursing major: The
now is great. I like to play in the snow. I
fish it would stay longer, because it
joks so ugly when its not.

Jan Snyder, theater major: I've had this
craving lor ice cream ever since the snow.
Other people crave beer and hot chocalate but I keep craving ice cream.

Karen Stevenson, sophomore nursing
major: I'm glad it happened, because
since I've been taking classed here this is
the second time school has been canceled.
The first time was the spinal menangitis
incident.

Laurie Gail Robinson, sophomore nursing
major: I love it. I don't like the way
people freak over snow. If this was
Buffalo, it would be an everyday occurance, but I love it.

Debbie Mizdal, senior early childhood
education: It was nice to burn out for
three days, relaxing, throwing boulders,
and laughing, laughing, laughing without
having to worry about a thing.

John Hand, senior political science major:
The more snow, the more pub!

Joe Groppe, electronics engineering tech
nology major: I d on't like snow. It's too
much work. I would rather be in
California now.

Larry Prager, senior psychology major:
It was really great walking around
outside seeing everybody pitching in to
help one another and enjoying it. It
seemed like this area became a little old
fashioned village.
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Editorials

'Real' evaluations
badly needed
Recently, The Signal has printed numerous articles concerning the
Student Government Association's (SGA) plans for a published standard
faculty evaluation.
In the plan, the SGA proposes to distribute a computerized form to
students taking courses with respective instructors.
The forms would allow the students to rate both the course and instructor
on a scale of .0 to 4.0.
Therefore, a course with a high rating and instructor of the same course
with a low rating, would obviously indicate that the instructor is lacking.
The Signal feels that the SGA should definitely continue to work to
achieve these student ratings and subsequently publish these results as a
great help to TSC students in choosing the appropriate course and professor
of their needs.
This, then would a chieve the real student-faculty evaluation that is so
badly needed at this college, because the present form (where individual
instructors hand out evaluation sheets to students at the end of each
semester) of student evaluation is nothing but a damn farce. It really stinks!
It isn't even a student evaluation! It's a faculty evaluation of the faculty!
This is because the instructor is not required to do anything with the
forms except (in only some cases) turn them over to his department
chairperson. This is as far as those damn forms get- nowhere, except from
one faculty member to another.
And who is to sav that the evaluated Drofessor doesn't read and
selectively withhold some of the "poorer" evaluations.
By law tenured instructors must be evaluated by faculty, students, and
administrators alike.
Thus, the present system enables them to control at least two-thirds of the
final rating.
This, to us, is absurd! TSC instructors should, like all others, be subjected
to highly critical evaluations by the students to whom they serve. Tenured
or not.
This is the only way students can help each other select the better
professors.
The current SGA plan would allow all results to be compiled in a general
manner and published annually as a pamphlet.
The pamphlet would have general student's ratings of all courses and
instructors available for public use.
This type, and only this type of evaluation, would be the most helpful in
forcing instructors to upgrade their teaching performances.
In many cases these upgradings are drastically needed- in most, probably.
Therefore, The Signal urges TSC students to cooperate with the SGA
commitee which has been set up to develop the new evaluation system.
For it is in this way we can rid ourselves of the incompetent and keep the
conscientious.

Greg Baumann

Editor-In- Chief

THE PvELUCTAWT WEIGH - IN
.

The Signal is
explaining to you

Ron Bartlett

Managing Editor
News Editor -Peggy Ballma..
Feature Editor - Karlvn Fedosh
Sports Editor - Chris D'Amjco
Photo Editor- Norman Wright

Art Director - Kathy Bennett
Circulation Managers - Altamese Sherrell
iJau! Stang
William Lee Haacker

Production Manager - Betty Delgado
Business Manager - John Wandishin
Ad Manager - Joe Coyle
Layout Editor - Elaine Sannino
Copy Editor - Chris Vota

As our readers hopefully noticed, The Signal was not published last week.
Therefore, we at the paper feel it our responsibility to explain to o ur
publishers (all Trenton State students)the obstacles that made the February
7 edition impossible.

Advisor - Nadine Shanler Schwartz
Technical Advisor - Wilson L. Barto
Secretary - Gale Swiskey

First of all, the area was immobilized by a foot and a half of the white stuff
as Governor Byrne declared a state of emergency in Mercer County, barring
all vehicles from local roads.

Joseph R. Perone

Associate Editor

Associate Editor

As if that wasn't enough, the college closed for the first time in years, not
tor a d ay, but for th ree straight days.

All editorials are the opinion of the Editor-in-Chief unless otherwise noted.

Circulation 8,000

Kathy Berger, Diane Bovino, Dr. Donald Brown, Eve Burris, Mike Busch, John CahiU, Pat Calabria Eileen
Caravan, Jeanne Carney, Joe Catherina, Michael Conn, Evelyn Consalvos, Robin Cooke, Mary Beth Coyle,
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Theresa Hardy, Michelle He inert, Terry Holsman, Karen Humphries, Marianne Janus ka, Kevin
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McHugh, John McKnight, Carl Mahorino, Rich Motives, John Mitrano, Kathy Murphy, Chris Novick, KrisH
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Next, we contacted our printer who informed us that he had to c lose lor
two days and that even if he printed it, we probably would have an
impossible time trying to pick it up in Princeton before circulating it. "e
agreed with him, considering the fact that the college would never a llow us
to borrow the van or truck needed to accomplish the task in the sno w, not
with Byrne's emergency, no bleepin' way!
Even if w e did succeed in picking it up, and forced our way thro ugh the
thigh deep snow to deliver it, we had to wonder who the hell would he
around to read the damn thing? Especially with school closed for three days
and that half of the TSC dormitory students actually REPORTED symptoms
of the flu to the infirmary.
When taking this idea ^ minimal readership into consideration, ve
decided that it probably would be a waste in our already low, low btu de
Finance Board budget to print a newpaper that probably wouldn't be read.
Lastly, we think it essential to mention the tiny fact that the
Editor-in Chief, Managing Editor, News Editor, Asssistant News Editor,
Sports Editor, Circulation Manager, Business Manager, both Associate
Editors, various typesetters, and a very large part of The Signal staff had
(like everybody else) the flu! This caused us to wonder if the 36 hour
marathon of laying out The Signal and taking it to be printed wo uld causes
us to be in bed for w eeks afterwards, thus jeopardizing the next co uple ot
issues.
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Feeling of unity
to the

EDITOR

To The Editor:
As residents of Trenton State college we would like to convey an observation. On
February 7th residents were asked to remove their automobiles from the parking lot
behind Decker, Cromwell and Travers-Wolfe. Obviously due to the snow many people were
getting stuck. We witnessed students pitching in to help each other out. There was a total
feeling of unity amongst the students. It's times like last Tuesday night that make us proud
to be TSC students. Thanks for the help.
Lorianne Lowy
Jane Harris
Barb Diamond
Sheri Buchband

Support education
To The Editor:
On the back page of this VOICE we have reproduced the section on hitrher education that
was contained m Governor Byrne s State of the State message. On the inside of the VOICE
1S
\ W5°fte t0 th®Governor in response to his higher education remarks,
staff
months we have communicated to the Governor and members of his
t,here ,arf n° valid demographic or educational reasons for the state to cut student
enrollments and staff positions at our colleges. We have pointed out that Governor Byrne
couId do a great service by taking the lead in informing the citizens of New Jersey about
~
te colleges thaXe evolved lnt0 academically competitive multi-purpose
i" u i °?e graduates increasingly ar» admitted to the finest graduate schoolsS orr
obtain high level employment in both the private and public sectors. ^
°
stmWonln^tTrt?1, BynneV?,maJks inLthe State 01 the State message indicate that he is
still listening to Chancellor Hollander, who wants to cut enrollments and reduce academic
programs at the state colleges.
I assure you that the Union is working to counter these plans. I urge you at this time to
write Governor Byrne (his address is on the letter inside) and your representatives in the
Legislature to voice your objections to enrollment cuts and program reductions. Please do
so now at a time when the Governor is completing his budget proposals for next year. We
must all work together to preserve the integrity of our public higher education system.
Fraternally,
Marcoantonio Lacatena
President

Lay down and die
To the Editor:
Praise God from whom all blessing flow. We bid you greeting in the name of our Lord
and Savior Jesus Christ. God has blessed us to see the dawning of a new year. And with
this dawning of a new semester we must now make some decision on our priorities of life.
There were many that were full of vim, vigor and life in the year of 1977 that as you called
their names they answered; but if you called today their voices would not be heard
because they've been called on to judgment, to meet their Maker.
As grim as it may seem, death is very real factor of life. Though many don't like to
think or talk about it, it is certain that we will all live long enough to find that we, too,
have to lay down and die. Although we strive to get the best and the most out of life, in
trying to hold on to this precious gift, we are faced with the fact that this life must come to
an end.

J

Our concern, as sincere Christians, is to help young men and women to find the key to
this life, and the life to come, through Jesus Christ our Lord. For Christ himself tells us:
"...I am that they might have life, and that they might have it more abundantly."
(St. John 10:10)
You are invited to attend our Sunday afternoon Christian Fellowship Services, held
every Sunday, at 12:15 in the Alumni Chapel on the Trenton State College Campus.
These worship services are conducted by Minister Kenneth Davall, former student of
TSC and Minister James Moore, former student and alumnus of TSC of which both
ministers travel from Northern New Jersey to carry the gospel of Christ.
Our services are interdenominational and open to the entire TSC community, faculty
staff and friends. Please feel free to join in with us as we lift up the name of the Lord in
Spirit and in Truth. We're looking forward to meeting you, beginning February 5,1978.

Yours in Christ,
Minister Kenneth S. Davall
Co-Minister
Minister James E. Moore
Co-Minister

Improper handling
To the Editor
Last Wednesday evening at approximately 1:00 a.m., I returned with some of my friends
from the PUB. We had been drinking and needless to sav we weren't the quietest group of
people, nor the noisiest to return to the floor. After about 20 minutes, before even having a
chance to get settled, we received a warning from our CA who accused us of smoking pot.
This was not true at tne time. This simple warning provoked a whole onset oi verDm and
physical clashes.
In our opinion if the CA had never bothered us in the first place, or had handled the
situation properly the events to follow would never had occurred.
The verbal conflict was between the CA and those present. This first verbal clash was
the most intense and also the loudest of the night and it was agreed upon then that no
written warnings would be issued.
Concerning the physical clash a girl was banged in the eye with a door and Campus
Police had to called in to take her to the hospital (this girl called campus police herself).
Before campus police arrived there was verbal clash between the girl injured and her
assailant. Others present were not involved in this clash but the CA was present and acted
as mediator for this heated discussion.
Since the CA could not handle the situation (as it needed to be handled) the GA was
called in on the action. The GA then proceeded to take the names of th ose present for the
incident report. Everyone gave their names freely on the pretense that they would be
used exclusively for the incident report. Actually these people who willingly gave their
names found out days later that they may be given written warnings. One of them found a
written warning in his mailbox.
These warnings (which not ail involved received) were issued by the AD who was not
even present when the events occurred when all she read was the incident report. Can we
assume that she based her oiasea opinions on one inciueni report alone?
Can't you trust anybody at TSC? Is this incident a rerun of the Felix Feranga case? Will
all residents of the dormitories be screwed by their respective CA's, GA's, RA's and area
directors?
Personally we feel that this sucks. We just hope that this letter will make all dormitory
residents aware that you can not trust anyone on the housing payroll.

Thank you,
Name withheld by request

Nope to dope
To The Editor:
"I feel that the "Straight Dope" cloumn encourages students to break the law by
encouraging them to use illegal drugs. I feel this is not the right attitude for a college
newspaper.
I feel that the openness of the "Straight Dope" column helps to contribute to the false
feeling that "nothing will happen" if a student is caueht with or using dope. The column
helps students to rationalize and underestimate the dangers of dope.
Dope is illegal and I feel that a college newspaper should NUT encourage students to
break the law. For the best interest of both the students and the college community I
strongly urge that "Straight Dope" be eliminated from The Signal.
A concerned student,
Douglas J. Ritter

Slip -sliding away
TO THE EDITOR:
When the first blizzard of '78 struck last month, everybody was caught off guard,
including the weather services. But the college had no excuse for not making classes easily
accessible for our first week back.
That terrible blizzard turned out to be only the "practice storm" because of l ast week's
snowstorm, which dumped four inches more than the first one. Though the closing of school
was inevitable, an excellent job was done in plowing the walkways and roads all around the
campus.
It seems that when the college administration wants to get something done, they can
actually get it done right. This time they produced, in their prompt hiring of the company
that plowed us out.
Just because the college earns points this time, don't think the last storm will be
forgotten. As I glided down the pathways of T renton State even one week after the last
snowflake, two songs rung in my mind constantly: "Slip-Slidin' Away," and "Falling." The
college would have had more sense in cancelling classes that week, when for some reason,
conditions were more dangerous. The first storm came when the college was deserted,
making the possibility of snow removal much greater. But, no, the better job was done with
hundreds of cars in the parking lots, and thousands of students on campus. Figure that one
out.
Kevin Korell
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TSR's Laverne and
Shirley of the
airwaves
BY BARBARA PERONE
The "Irish Connection," TSC's all-female
radio show is controlled by pot
(Potentiometer), which releases the sound
they transmit
from WTSR every
Wednesday night from 10 p.m.-2 a.m.
An interesting fact about the female disc
jockeys, Nancy Reilly, junior nursing major
and Erin O'Brien, sophomore speech
communications major, is that neither of
them have had much experience in radio
broadcasting prior to the show. Although,
both work for WTSR, Reilly is the business
manager and secretary and O'Brien is the
public relations director. They weren't too
eager to get their license to broadcast.
AFTER BEING PRODDED by members
of the staff and without taking any radio
courses they both received a third class
license. "We studied from the Federal
Communications Commission's (FCC)
handbook for about six hours and then went
to Philadelphia to take the test. We thought
we had failed, but we didn't. We didn't do

anything with our licenses
Christmas
break when we started the show," said
Reilly.
The biggest fear for the two DJ's is dead
air, and so far it has only happened once
when their microphone shut off. The first
reaction for the "Laverne and Shirley" of
the air waves was to cry, but then they
were advised to hook up the microphone in
the newsbooth where they continued the
show.
Running a radio show is not just playing
records and talking low and sexy. It's a very
demanding job that requires precise timing. Nancy Reilly and Erin O'Brien, the only female DJ's at WTSR, make beautiful music evenWednesday night on their "Irish Connection" show.
Staff Photo by Barry Sokol
The girls follow a log where music and
About four hours is spent actually doing of it.
announcements are recorded and the time
The "Irish Connection" may not a "box
they must go one the air. Besides this, the the show with one hour for preparation and
songs played and the artists' names must be a half hour for the clean-up. They manage to office hit," but for two female DJ's who
do all this and still keep up with school by knew so little about radio when they
recorded on a "play-list."
It takes teamwork and while Reilly keeps budgeting their time and not wasting any started, they do a pretty good job.
the microphone dial moving, O'Brien puts
the record on. They take calls for requests,
while watching the Volume Unit (VU)
meter to make sure the volume doesn't
exceed 100. Also, every half-hour they must
give the station identification.

b4

'Zoo Story' comes to Rat
By Jim Streeter

"The Zoo Story," a comedy in one act by
Edward Albee, was excellently presented
last Friday and Saturday night in the
Rathskeller by the TSC Theatre Company.
Directed by Bob Edenzon, the production
featured Jan Applebaum as Peter and Bob
Edenzon as Jerry.
IT WASN'T A narcissus complex that
prompted Edenzon to take a role in his own
production, rather a problem with casting
that occured earlier.
„ However, this does not detract from the
prbduction.
"The Zoo Story" concerns a man named
Peter who frequents a park bench on the
East side of Central Park every Sunday to
sit quietly and read.
One afternoon, Peter's peace and quiet is
disturbed by a slightly erratic young man
named Jerry, who wants tov'tell him about
his adventures at the zoo.
Jerry's stories about his drunken land
lady and her dog, and the other tenants of
his rooming house, lead the audience to a
confrontation over the possession of the
park bench and finally the death of Jerry.

with such style that it had the audience
captivated.
The Trenton State Theatre ComDanv
should be congratulated for providing such
an enjoyable evening.
KENDALL HALL-"Guys and Dolls," the
classic American musical, based on a story
and characters by Damon Runyon with
music and lyrics by Frank Loesser, is in
rehearsal for production in March.
The production, directed by Prof. Merle
Coslick, will feature Dave Callegati as
Nathan Detroit, the owner and operator of
the "oldest established, permanent floating
crap game in New York," and Terri
DeNicola as Miss Adelaide, Nathan
Detroit's fiancee of fourteen years.
Lisa Jabaut will play Sgt. Sarah Brown.
Continued on page in irteen

Become A Plasma Donor
Work Your Own Hours
$14 - $30 weekly
Call
Sera Tec Biologicals
525 Milltown Road
North Brunswick
Off Rt. 1Just North of 130 circle
201-846-6800

JAN APPLEBAUM HANDLES the role
of Peter with a passionate brilliance and
Bob Edenzon handles Jerry magnificently.
Edenzon handles a six-page monologue

M E N! ! W O M E N ! !
JOBS ON SHIPS! American. Foreign. No
experience required. Excellent pay. World
wide travel. Summer job or career. Send $3
for information. SEAFAX, Dept. G-8 Box
2049, Port Angeles, Washington 98362.

The Zoo Story - A n excellent presentation of Edward Albee's play in the Ratskelbr last
Saturday.
Staff Photo by Michael Com
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Our wooden shoes
look better; and
they
feel better:
The finest clogs from Sweden—in this

The sooner you have
your tax forms prepared,
the sooner you'll recieve
your refund!
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and colors —are available exclusively at
Eskil s Clog Shops Featuring
Scandinavian alderwood soles, plus
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English prof Ford
receives second fellowship
BY KARLYN FEDOSH
Dr. Hugh Ford, professor of English at
TSC has received his second fellowship in
six years from the National Endowment of
the Humanities (NEH).
Ford is one of 173 Fellows who were
chosen competitively from among 1,737
applicants nationwide. An award of $20,000
will allow Ford to concentrate on research
which will result in a book entitled Paris
Portraits: Six Americans in Paris.
THIS WILL BE Ford's last in a series of
related books which he began in 1969. The
topic of all the books generally involves
American expatriates who travelled to
Paris and established themselves there as

writers during the 1920's and 1930's.
Ford's first fellowship in 1971 resulted in
a book entitled Published in Paris. This
book dealt with the one and two-person
print shops-"little presses"-which flour
ished in Paris from 1°22 to World War II. It
also involved the special relationship these
printers had with the American expatriate
authors.
"These presses published about a dozen
of the most significant books of that part of
the century," said Ford.
The second project is related to the first
in that it will examine six expatriate
Americans, each representing a different
art form. The American men and women
who will appear in Paris Portraits are critic
Harold Stearns, composer George Antheil,

Flu bugs TSC
Continued, from page one

those enrolled at the U.S. Air force Academy in Colorado. The academies have reported
that only students and recruits have been affected, not the older officers or employees.
THE SAME IS true at TSC and most of the other colleges, where few cases other than
students were reported.
According to state officials, the symptoms of those affected by the flu in New Jersey are
the same as throughout the rest of the nation. They include cough, fever, sore throat, and
muscle aches. Forty-three states have reported outbreaks of the flu, with 23 reporting
them to be widespread.
t he i S(Jsymptoms are the same as those reported nationwide, according to Piekielniak.
who said that many students had to be either sent home or confined to the infirmary.
TSC Health officials noted that at various times, tnere were no available beds for
students who needed to be confined.
Students at TSC who were not required to remain in the infirmary were prescribed
various medicines including aspirin, Coryban D (antihystamine), antibiotics, cough syrup,
and nasal spray, according to Piekielniak, who advises those affected to remain in bed
whenever possible and to drink plenty of fluids.
PIEKIELNIAK SAYS THAT those with a fever have been prescribed antibiotics to help
ward off the secondary bacterial infections which are induced by lowered resistance to the
viruses. She said that antibiotics do not cure the flu, they only avoid the secondary
infections.
Although the number of cases are decreasing, TSC health officials warned against a
future flu outbreak which might be caused by still a different strain. Students are warned
to protect themselves, because those who had the flu recently may not be immune to the
next strain.
Staying out of crowds and avoiding the sharing of food and drinks are recommended.

if

IT'S THE BEST ff

ROCCO'S PIZZERIA
Hoagies
Meatball & Sausage Sandwiches
Hours 11:30 AM - Midnigh t
Deliveries 6 PM - 11: 30 PM

Call 883-3101
1678 pennington Rd. Trenton

artist Hilaire Hiler, editor Margaret Ander
son, entertainer Brick Top, and novelist
Kay Boyle.
With this collection of biographies, Ford
hopes to "find answers to the abiding
questions of why so many Americans went
to Paris, and once there, what they
accomplished and what they discovered
about themselves and their country. Ford
said, "Each one of the Six Americans in
Paris represents a different aftd character
istic aspect of expatriation, and a distinct
Hugh Ford, professor of English at Trenton
perspective."
State, was awarded a $20,000 fellowship.
HAROLD STEARNS, ACCORDING to reached a climax in the 1920's," said Ford.
Ford, may have started the American Her closest friends among American
expatriate movement to Paris. Stearns' authors included Langston Hughes, Hem
age, his reputation, and his critical judge ingway, the Fitzgeralds, Steinbeck, Janet
ment of life in America, according to Ford, Flanner and Louis Broomfield.
provided the credentials that made him a
Among the entertainers she knew were
leader of the malcontents.
Tallulah Bankhead, Duke Ellington, Mabel
While in Paris, he was highly criticized Mercer, and Uole Porter, who by intro
for telling everyone he was working on a ducing Brick Top to Elsa Maxwell assured
book that he never produced. Stearns, the her entry into the world of English and
exile among exiles, according to Ford, European royalty.
finally found his roots in the America he had
Now 83, this remarkable woman is the
forsaken, and discovered a country he did last survivor of that generation of black
not know had existed.
Derformers who found in Paris the oppor
Margaret Anderson was the founder of tunities for self-expression on which their
The Little Review, whose slogan read: "a fame rests.
magazine of the arts, making no compro
mise with the public taste." Outlasting all
HILAIRE HILER WAS an artist, a
its rivals, The Little Review, from 1914 to writer, a pianist, a teacher, and a clown. In
1929 introduced T.S. Eliot, Ezra Pound, Paris he set about testing four careers
Hart Crane, and Sherwood Anerson as well before he settled on one-the artist. Hiler
as numerous Europeans.
was kept out of the inner circle of Paris art.
The editor's greatest triumph, according This was because of his inability to adapt to
to Ford, was the first serialization of the intellectual and sexual expectations of
Joyce' Ulysses, four installments of which the avant-garde, and not because of a lack of
the U.S Post Office burned as obscene. talent.
Ford said, "George Antheil was exactly
Ezra Pound proclaimed him "one of the
what the Paris expatriate colony wanted: a greatest draftsmen in Europe." During his
young American composer talented and years in Paris, his painting matured and he
brash enough to fulfill his boast to returned to America a transformed person
revolutionize the musical world."
and an artist of increasing stature.
THE FRENCH CALLED him "sauvage"
and Antheil tried to live up to the
description by proclaiming himself the "Bad
Boy of Music." Without a doubt he
succeeded, but the label became a burden.
Antheil's career began in 1920 when he
was barely twenty and for the next 15 years
he courted, and was courted by, such
influential expatriates as Margaret Ander
son, Jane Heap, Sylvia Beach, Ezra Pound,
and James Joyce.
Pound proclaimed Antheil as America's
first serious composer, and Joyce told of his
merits in French journals. Antheil assisted
each author to complete their operas.
"Brick Top is the one truly legendary
figure still living of the black expatriates
whose influence in the entertainment arts

"Kay Boyle must have been the last
American expatriate to leave Europe," said
Ford. In 1941 she had lived abroad for
nearly twenty years.
A devoted supporter and contributor to
the little Paris-based magazines, Boyle
assisted Ernest Walsh with This Quarter,
and Eugene Jolas with Transition.
"Through persistent labor Boyle made
herself a distingiushed writer," said Ford.
All of the six expatriates described here
will be examined in detail in the book Ford
will write as a result of his fellowship
endowment. Ford will travel to Paris,
Washington, and Texas as part of his
research for this project, which will
complete his history of the expatriate
movement.

Theatre notes
Continued fr om page twelve

the beautiful leader of the Save-A-Soul directing, should contact Gordon Recht in
Mission and Kevin Glenn will play the the CUB office. Ideas are also needed for a
smooth-talking gambler Sky Masterson.
production.
Marc Brown will play Nicely-Nicely
Johnson and Tom Pieczara will play Benny McCARTER THEATRE-On Wednesday,
Southstreet, two of Nathan Detroit's "busi February 8, at 8:00 p.m. at McCarter
theatre, McCarter launched its new
ness" associates.
educational program in drama. Focus On
JOE WALTER WILL direct the music Theatre.
The first offering in the program was a
for the production. Marion Mooney will
choreograph the show. Robert Smith will thirteen week seminar entitled Masters of
design both sets and lighting. Kathy Rolleri Modern Drama, an exploration of the
making of modern drama through the study
is the production stage manager.
There is great excitement over in Kendall of selected works of a number of modern
Hall as "Six Characters in Search of an playwrights.
Author," prepares to leave for Fredonia,
New York for the American College
Theatre Festival, February 15 through 18.
The Trenton State production will be
competing against Westchester State
College, Rutgers University-Newark, Villanova University and the National Institute
for the Deaf, with TSC slated to perform at
12 on Friday afternoon February 17.
The cast and crew has been trimmed
down to 25 people, to conform with the
competition's policy for each of the partici
Consumer Protection will be the program
pating schools.
Mike Spitz has taken over the role of the for the Trenton State College Faculty
director, a role left vacant when Kelvin Dames on Tuesday, February 14, at 8:00
Moss, an exchange student from England, p.m. in the Cromwell Hall Lounge. Weldon
Stackhouse of the N.J. Office of Consumer
could not return for this semester.
Good luck in New York and think warm. Protection and Edward Ledford, Executive
Director of the Central Jersey Better
Business Bureau will be the guest speakers.
THE OFFICE OF CUB -CUB has an
All Faculty Dames, friends and the public
nounced the forming of a resident theatre
company for next fall. Anyone interested in are invited- to come learn and discuss
the technical work, dance, music, acting or consumer awareness.

Consumer
program

coming to TSC
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Changing sex: an
end to confusion
BY RON BARTLETT

'HE

*

e

"It's all been very hush-hush," Robertson
continued. "My friends accepted my
decision. They felt I'd be happier going
through with it. They would argue points
pro and con with me to help me make sure I
was sure of myself."

)S

Transsexual.
1'0
To some the word might conjure up
ng
words bandied about in society today: fag,
social deviant, carnival show freak or
Basically, the sex change is performed
weirdo.
through two separate operations. The
lliii'
hospital stay is usually about ten days. In
2!
BROOKE ROBERTSON, 26 is in the
the first operation the testicles are
k)R
process of having his sex changed.
removed, and a rest period begins which
N<
Robertson may be the first transsexual
allows the patient's body to adjust to the
employed by TSC when the second stage of female hormones being administered, and
the sex change is completed.
to allow for the psychological and
About three years ago Robertson made
physiological adjustments the patient must
the decision to have the sex change, a
make.
decision that culminated 23 years of pain,
The second operation involves the
confusion, and frustration.
forming of the vagina. The inside of the
The transsexual candidate is required to
penis is removed, and doctors use the skin
ien
live the role of a woman for six months prior
of the penis for the lining of the vagina.
o f
to the operation. Since July, Robertson has
After the operation, the patient should be
done just that - in dress, mannerisms, and
capable of achieving orgasm, according to
state of mind.
Robertson.
Robertson's closest friend is also
"I'm really a lot happier with myself now
The role-changing eases the psychological
Who is the sex change candidate? preparing to have a sex change. "We met If I date a man and want to see him a gain,
changes the individual goes through, while
the hormones Robertson has been taking According to Dr. Don Brown, TSC's Human when were seven or eight, and somehow we I'll tell him. A relationship would tak e a
are gradually altering his physical Sexuality instructor and a Signal columnist, just knew we were alike. We went through man who's got his head together about his
appearance, something that is evident in "No one seems to really know. Transsexuals the whole thing together," said Robertson. own sexuality.
the softening and smoothing of the skin, and seem to know at the earliest possible age "We're at the same stage, and we'll
that something's different, they feel probably have the operation together."
the filling out of his body.
trapped. Brooke was a male who felt from
As of now, no exact date has been set for
"JUST THE OTHER day, I was filing
'he
beginning that he was a female."
the operation. Robertson said his only and the purchaser came in with a salesman,
"GROWING UP WAS a pain," said
Robertson. "I always knew there was
who was very tall. He looked over at me and
something different, something very
said 'I think I just fell in love.' I really went
wrong. I felt different from all my
sort of wacky. 1 forgot what 1 was doing and
boyfriends, much closer to the girls. It was
my knees went weak and I started to
very confusing."
blush.
Through his all-important developing
"Usually I don't react that way to men,"
years of youth, the question Robertson had
said Robertson. "For me to hlashjireally
continued to go unanswered, and the
something."
identity crisis, deepened.
"The saddest part right now is that I CM
"After high school, there was a lot of
sexual experimentation," Robertson said. "I
BROWN SAID CANDIDATES for a problem at this point is raising money for only go so far in a male/female rel&tafikip,
I
can't
really fulfill the relationship yeC
thought I was gay and got into gay life. But sex change will attend "gender identity the medical expenses, and trying to find out
1 lound that I couldn't relate to the men, clinics. It's much easier to change to the if Blue Cross/Blue Shield covers anything. Robertson said. "That really tears me
apart, that's the only thing right now that
because I would see it as a heterosexual body than to change the mind."
relationship. Nine out of ten gays wouldn't
"ANYONE WHO SAYS they don't fear really does a number on m y head.
Under New Jersey law, Robertson is
"I'll have to start over as a woman. No
want me. They said that it tney wanted a legally a man until after the operation. At it is crazy," Robertson said. "I don't think
real woman they'd get one."
that time he will be legally, treated as a I'll need counselling after the operation, but matter how great the man, hell always see
Things weren't working out. The female and will have changes on such if I do, I'll talk to Don Brown." Robertson me as the guy who changed his sex."
Through the entire ordeal there has been
experimentation had left Robertson in a documents as his drivers license and social
and Brown are close friends.
further state of confusion. The alternatives security card. The original birth certificate
"My main reason for doing this (the an essential quality that has remained In
were lessening while the questions can be sealed, and a new one issued, but interview) is hopefully to help people on Robertson, something needed to confront
mounted. Robertson found himself close to Robertson said he doesn't intend to do that. campus who really don't understand," the difficult situations - a sense of hu mor
nervous breakdown.
Robertson, who is tall and thin with Robertson said. "A lot of people must have about the whole thing.
The turning point came three years ago. shoulder length brown hair, presents an twisted thoughts. If I can help one person
"I told myself I had to get my act together," atmosphere of composure and
candid on campus who's confused about himself,
"IT'S A SERIOUS topic, but it can b e
Robertson said. "I finally realized I wasn't response. The effect of the hormone then I feel this would be a success.
funny, too. There are times when it's ver y
going to be happy with my situation. I h ad treatments is evident in his voice, a slightly
With the hormone treatments started funnv." Robertson said. "I'm the first one to
been looking for an easier way out, and feminine quality mixed with male and the operation just around the corner, laugh when I sit down and thing, 'oh, geez, 1
three years ago I realized there was no way huskiness.
Robertson's social life has improved. She don't believe it'."
out.
Robertson has been working at the says:
THE FIRST STEP was a visit to the college for about two years. His taking the
John Hopkins University medical center for role of a woman after being hired as a man
two days of tests, to determine the created an unusual situation for both
authenticity of Robertson's wishes, if the Robertson and his fellow employees.
change would best suit his situation.
Robertson said he has received no
feedback at all from the administration
*I alw ays knew there was concerning the sex change.
"I told everyone about a month in
advance," said Robertson, referring to his
som etliing differen t,
decision to dress as a woman. "I prepared
for reactions, and they prepared not to
something very wrong/
react. It really freaked me out when there
was no reaction."
The first day of testing was filled with
interviews by psychoanalyists. On
the
"I FELT REALLY insecure for two
second day he was given Rorschact tests weeks. I k ept wondering if I r eally wanted
ink spot tests, and a
300-worc to go through all this," Robertson added.
questionnaire.
"I'm extremely sure about myself now,
Although it was a move in the right more so than ever."
direction, Robertson wasn't completely
satisfied with the treatment he received
while at the university. "The one complaint
7 prepared for
I have had with John Hopkin's, and other
people have told me this too, is that they
kind of make you feel insane," Robertson
reactions, and they
said. "I was sure of my sanity."
The burden on informing relatives
friends of his momentous decision had
prepared not to react.
come, something that needed to be dealt
with tactfuilv.

"My main reason for doing this
is hopefully to help people on campus
who really don't understand

X

"THE FIRST PERSON I told was my
mother. "Hey, Mom. I g ot something to tell
you. I'm going to change my sex',"
Robertson said, not realizing the impact the
statement would have. "I m ade the mistake
of telline her on Route 130 while we were
doing 70 miles an hour in the pouring rain.
We almost went off road."

The people 1 work with are very
understanding, extremely
helpful,"
Robertson said. "Now that they see me, and
they see the change in me. they refer to me
as her, she. A lot of people think
transsexuals are into it for the clothes, but
that s not true. 'It only bothers me if
someone says 'look at that drag queen'."
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Attention All RN Students - Open
meetings will be held on a regular basis.
Every first Thursday of the month at 4:30
p.m. and every 3rd Wednesday of the
month at 7:30 p.m., rm. 332 of the Nursing
Bldg.

jjative grade point
lence hall or group
o fall 1978.

Immediate position available ^or freshman
representative on the Stilflent Finance
Board. Contact Steve Rnthman in the SFB
office on second flpor of the Student
Center. This is the committee that decides
how much money student organizations
receive.

available at the
Sessions
12, 1978 - 8 p.m. -

<>m

ry 13,1978 - 8 p.m. ruary 14, 1978 - 8
inge
bruary 15, 1978 - 4
202 West

\ Friday]
Feb. 171
All day, Packer Hall - Trenton State
College Wrestling team hosts the
Metropolitan Tournament'.

r 28.

OR A GREAT
1NCE!
be a full time
omore, junior, or

Every Thursday - A series of lectures of
Politicial Modernization in China and Japan
will be offered each Thursday at 7:40 p.m.
in Holman Hall rm. 126. The general public
is invited to attend, free of charge.

CUB Travel Committee is sponsoring a
ski trip to Snow Mt. on March 3-5. There
are six [6] spots left on the bus. The cost is
$86.00 and if you need to rent ski
equipment, it is $102.00. For information
call 771-2580 betwen 1 and 4 p.m.

a tion contact the
nusing Office at

Got the munchies? Looking for some good
food to eat? Brewster Health Food Store
is now open. Located in the basement of
Brewster Dorm, the Health Food Store is
open Monday thru Friday from 3-8 p.m.
to withdraw from
that February 28,
* 50 percent refund
are initiated in the
<\ Green Hall, rm.

8:00 p.m., Rathskeller - CUB Rathskeller
presents "Lou." Don't miss him. 50 cents
with I.D.
8:00 p.m., Phelps Hall ~ A ll students are
invited to a Rush Dance sponsored by
Intersorority Council. Admission is 50 cents
and the band is RIVENDELL.
Everv Fridav - TH»
Union Board.
Student Center Programming and the
K.H.A. are co-sponsoring "Friday rsignt at
the Movies." This selection of cartoons,
including the Marx Bros, and Abbott and
Costello, will be held in the Travers-Wolfe
Snack Bar every Friday from 9-midnight.
Admission is free.

Saturday
Feb. IS
All Day, Packer Hall - Trenton State
College Wrestling team hosts the
Metropolitan Tournament.
10:00 p.m. - 6:00 a.m., Phelps Hall - Delta
Sigma Theta is having their 7th annual
cabaret. Price is $5.00 in advance, $6.00 at
door. MASTERMIND will be featured.
2:00 p.m., Cortland. N.J. - Trenton State
College Men's Gymnastics team has a
trimeet against East Stroudsburg and
Cortland State.
2:00 p.m., Packer Hall - Trenton State
College Women's Gymnastics team is home
against Temple University.

Advisors

Applications are now being distributed
for Exchange Programs in England,
Germany, Colorado and Canada for the Fall
of 1978. Information is available in Green
Hall 205 or call 2596. Applications must be
returned before the first quarter of the
Spring Semester ends.

I97S
tings for Student
-s in the fall of 1978.

Mergraduate status
cnior]
ilative grade point
visory/leadership
»wleJyre of Center

Student Center, Student Activities Office
Chimes is currently accepting
submissions for the Spring 1978 issue. We
accept short stories, poems, and black and
white sketches and photography. All
submissions are due by March 15, 1978.
Submissions should be sent to the Student
Center [2nd floor] or the English Office [HH
3rd floor].

available at the
"•essions
day, February 15,
Center 211
'av, February 16,
1 enter 211
''on. contact the
#' Center at 2331.

Week of February 20 - Travers/W'olfe
Main Lounge — Towers Residents
Association will sponsor a "Gong Show."
We are looking for anyone interested in
auditioning their acts. Cash prizes will be
awarded to the top acts. Anyone interested
in auditioning, contact Mary, box 53,
Travers, for an appointment.

8:00 p.m., Marist College - Trenton State
College Men's Basketball team travels to
Marist College for preparation before the
Conference playoffs.'
8:00 p.m., Travers-Wolfe Main Lounge ~
CUB Flicks presents a double feature, "The
Seven Per Cent Solution" with Alan
Arkin' and "Silver Streak" with Richard
Pryor. 50 cents with I.D.

Sunday
Feb. 19
Every Sunday, 12:30 p.m., Cromwell
Main Lounge - Communal Celebration of
the Eucharist [Catholic Mass] will take
place at 12:30 p.m. in Cromwell Main
Lounge [NOT Trayprs-Wolfe].
4:00 p.m., Bray Recital Hall ~ Music
Department Faculty Recital - Gordon
Myers, baritone, Mildred Bisgrove, Pianist
and Harpsichordist; Guest artist, Douglas
Moore, cellist, and the Graduate String
Ensemble. A program of music of Johan
Sebastian Bach . . .

8:00 p.m., Travers-Wolfe Main Lounge CUB Flicks presents a double feature, "The
Seven per C'ent Solution" with Alan Arkin
and "Silver Streak" with Richard Pryor. 50
cents with I.D.
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By Kevin McHugh

Monday
Feb. 201
Every Monday, 8:00 p.m.. Basement of
Allen House - GUTS - Gay Union of
Trenton State weekly meeting. All new
members
welcome.
For
further
information, call Tina, 2942 or 4269.
8:00 p.m., Packer Hall, Ct. #1 - The Pit
"B" vs. Kappa Alpha Psi.
Ct. #2 - Colonials vs. B. B ombers.
9:00 p.m., Packer Hall, Ct. H I - The Pit
"C" vs. Tooches "C." Basketball
intramurals.
Ct. H2 - IDC vs. Jokers.

Tuesday
I Feb. 21
4:00 p.m., Packer Hall - Trenton State
College Women's Swimming team is home
against powerful Temple University.
6:00 p.m., Packer Hall - Trenton State
College Women's Basketball team is home
against Temple University.
8:00 p.m., Jersey City, N.J. -- Trenton
State College plen's Basketball team
travels to Jersey City State^ College for an
important conteffnce game.
Basketball Intramurals. Brewster House
vs. Seagrams 7th.
Ct. H2 - Trojans vs. Cagers.
8:00 p.m., Pub - CUB Pub Productions
presents Alan Arkin in "The Seven-PerCent Solution" and Richard Pryor hi "Silver
Streak."
Every Tuesday, 8:00 p.m., TSC Chapel Chi Alpha [Christ's Ambassadors]
Fellowship worship service. All invited.
Join us!

Wednesday
Feb. 22
3:15 p.m., Holman Hall, rm. 252 Pre Law Society presents: What You
Always Wanted to Know about Law School
But Were Afraid to Ask. Featuring: TSC
Alumni currently in law school. Everyone is
welcome.
3:00 p.m., Education Bldg., rm. 256 -Friendship Day - The elections for
Friendship Day Executive Hoard will take
place. All intersted parties please attend. In
order to run for an office or to vote for a
candidate you must have participated in at
least one Friendship Day this year. Tis
participation can be as an attendant of
Friendship or in the preparation of
Friendship Day.
Every Wednesday, 3:45 p.m., Student
Center, 2nd Floor - Student Government
Association meeintg. Open to all. Become
involved. Take interest in your needs.
Every Wednesday, 6:00 p.m., Student
Center, rm. 206 - The Student Finance
Board holds its weekly meeting. It's open to
the public.
8:00 p.m.. Center, rm. 202 - A Public
Forum will be held to discuss Northern
Ireland."
7:45 p.m., Packer Hall. Ct. HI - Co aches
vs. Bey's Conquerors. Basketball
intramurals.
Ct. #2 - Hi-Jackers vs. Three for A
Quarter.
8:45 p.m., Packer hall, Ct. # 1 - Czar's
Pub Crusaders vs. Gunners "A." Basketball
Intramurals.
Ct. H2 - Trojenz vs. Lowlife A.C.
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Let your love be
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Give what you can

Pure and simple
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Take what vou nee*

The words I h ave to say
May well be simple but they're
Until you give your love
There's nothing more that we con

Love is the opening door
Love is what we came here for
No one could offer you more
Do you know what I me an?
Have your eyes really seen?

You say it's very hard
To l eave behind the life we
But there's no other way
And now it's really up to yc
Love is t Mey w e must turn
Truth i s the fMe w e must burn
Freedom the sson we must learn
hat I mean?
Do you
Have you r really seen?
LOVE SONG

'•on John
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Let your love be

Give what you can

Pure and simple

Take what you need
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The words I h ave to say
May well be simple but they'retr
Until you give your love
There's nothing more that we can
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Love is the opening door
Love is what we came here for
No one could offer you more
Do you know what I me an?
Have your eyes really seen? ,

You say it's very hard
To l eave behind the life we <
But there's no other way
And now it's really up *o y°
Love is tn <ey w e must turn
Truth is the "He w e must burn
Freedom the»sson w e mu s t l e a r n
Do you Ijnov*vhat I me an?
Have your e* really seen?
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THIS
Valentines
Day
4:00 p.m.. Packer Hall -- Trenton State
College Women's Basketball team is home
against Delaware State.
7:00 p.m.. New Brunswick, N.J. Trenton
State
College
Women's
Gymnastics team takes on the Scarlet
Knights of Rutgers University.
7:00 p.m., CUB Office - There will be a
MANDATORY meeting for CUB Concert
members. Please attend.
7:30 p.m., Decker Main Lounge - ALL
NON GREEK WOMEN are invited to
Philo's first coffee hour.
7:45 p.m., Packer Hall, Ct. #1 -- T he Pit
"B" vs. B. Bombers.
Basketball
Intramurals.
Ct. # 2 -- D on't Know Yet vs. Drivers.
8:00 p.m., Puv -- CUB Pub Producitons
presents a Double Feature, "The Enforcer"
and "Dirty Harry" with Clint Eastwood. 50
cents with I.D.
8:00 p.m.. Student Center, rm. 211 "Consumer Awareness" forum. Open to the
public.
8:00 p.m., Travers-Wolfe Main Lounge -Is real love still possible in today's world?
Come see the free movie, "The Secret of
Loving," sponsored by Campus Crusade for
Christ, and find out.
8:45 p.m., Pakcer Hall, Ct. 71 -Basketball Intramurals. Pub Athletic Club
vs. Kappa Alpha Psi.
Delta Psi Kappa vs. Giggers.
9:00 p.m. - Trenton State Wrestling team
is on the road again against Franklin and
Marshall University.

Wednesday
Feb.15
Wednesdays, 3:00 p.m., Student Center,
Second Floor, Student Activities Office CHIMES MEETINGS WILL BE HELD
EVERY Wednesday afternoon in the
Student Ce.nter. If vou are interested in
joining the CHIMES staff, stop by.
Ever Wednesday -- A t 3:00 p.m. in room
202 of the Student Center there will be a
meeting of the Residence Hall Association.
3:00 p.m., Education Bldg., rm. 256 FRIENDSHIP DAY - There will be a
general Friendship Day Meeting. Evervone
who wishes to be on the Executive Board of
Friendship Day next MUST attend. In
order to be on the Executive Board next
year you MUST have participated in AT
LEAST ONE FRIENDSHIP DAY THIS
year. This participation must be on either
the preparation side of by actually
attending one Friendship Day. The
elections for the 1978-79 executive board
will take place, the following week,
February 22, at 3K10 p.m. in Education
Bldg. rm. 256. In ordeCt^vote on the 22 of
February you must have participated in at
least one Friendship Day thfsj^ar[ 1977-78].
Either in the preparation or bV attendance
at Friendship Day. This is a rewarding j0b
and it you're willing to work you can gpt a
lot out of it. Please consider the possiblitv
X
THANK YOU!
3:10 p.m., Student Center, rm. 210 - The
Marketing Club is having a meeting. All are
welcome, refreshments will be served. The
guest speaker is from N.J. Bell Telephone.
Every Wednesday, 3:15 p.m., Chapel -Communal celebration of the Eucharist
[Catholic
will take place in the
Chapel. All are welcome.

WEEK

3:15 p.m., Student Center, rm. 212 Threre wil be an Early Childhood and
Elementary
School
Organization
[ECESCOJ meeting in the Student Center,
rm. 212.
Every Wednesday, 4:30 p.m., WTSR 91.3
fm -"Comedy Tonight" is aspecial program
beginning at 4:30 every Wednesday on
WTSR 91.3 fm. Stay tuned to WTSR and
Dave Faneuf as he takes you through a
world of hysteria!!!
5:00 p.m., Student Center - CUB
Recreation and the Student Center will
sponsor a FOOSBALL TOURNAMENT in
the Student Center. There is no entry fee!!
Sign up at the games desk in the Student
Center.
Every Wednesday, 5:30 p.m., Bede
House - Catholic Campus Ministry's
Community Meal takes place at Bede
House. All are invited. Good homecooked
food!
6:30 p.m., Teaneck, N.J. -- Trenton State
college Women's Fencing team meets
Fairleigh Dickenson University of T eaneck.
6:30 p.m., SGA Office -- The Board of
Trustees Search Committee has a meeting.
All interested please attend.
7:00 p.m., Philadelphia, Pa. -- Trenton
State College Men's Gymnastics team
travels to Philadelphia to take on the
University of Pennsylvania.
7:30 p.m., Ely lounge - Pub Productions
meeting.
Hivery Wednesday, 7:30 p.m., Bede
House •
Catholic Campus Ministry's
Spiritual Discovery Group meets. All are
welcome.
7:45 p.m., Packer Hall, Ct. tt 1 - Cagers
vs. Seagrams 7th. Basketball Intramurals.
Ct. ft 2 - Gunners "B" vs. Miller Men.
8:00 p.m., Rathskeller - Mimest Peter
Hoff will make a special appearance in the
Rat. Be sure not to miss it. 50 cents with
ID.
8:15 D.m.. Newark. N..T. - Trenton State
College Men's Basketball team travels to
Kean College to take on the conference
leaders. Good luck.
8:45 p.m.. Packer Hall, Ct. # 1 - Basket
ball Intramurals. Brewster House vs.
Troians.
Ct. ft2 - Phi Epsilon Kappa vs. B.
Bombers.
9:45 - 1 2:00 a.m. -- Intramural Hockey.
All Stars vs. Ocean County at Home.

IThursday
Feb. 16
5:00 p.m.. Packer Hill -- Trenton State
College Women's Gymnastics team is home
for a match against East Stroudsburg.
6:00 p.m., Packer Hall ~ Trenton State
Collge Women's Basketball team is home
for a game against East Stroudsburg.
7:30 p.m., Student Center, rm. 202 West
A
Communal
Celebration
of
Reconciliation [Communal Penance] wil'
take place.
7:30 p.m., Student Center, rm. 210 - The
Personal Growth Lab Committee will be
having an organizational meeting to begin
planning the Growth Lab for the fall of
1978. All interested persons, with or
without Lab experience, are urged to
attend. The possibility of having a Lab this
spring will be discussed and a date will be
set for the election of officers for the new
executive committee. The Lab involves the
work of many people in different capacities
and we especially encourage underclass
students to attend to insure committee
members for future Labs. If you cannot
attend the meeting but are interested or
would like additional information call Les at
396-3286, Claudia at 695-5081 «r Brian at
695-8517.
8:00 p.m., Kendall Hall - CUB Concerts
presents "Uicky Betts and Great
Southern." Tickets on sale at the Info desk
of Student Center. Tickets are $3.50 for
students.

Campus
Feb. - ?. Dailv. 8 a.m. - 1 0 p.m.. Student
Center Information Desk ~ Food coupon
are still on sale. Save up to $40 a semester.
Buv vour booklet now. on sale from 8 a.m. 10 p.m., at the Student Center. Booklet
costs $9.00 and has $10.00 worth of coupons.

Jobi
Tl>e

Site,
opportunity
coming fal l „
are in the Gat
Assistant, ae
Applicant
Information 0^
THE®

WTSR* 91.3 fm
THE ALTERNATIVE PRESENTS
"AFTER MIDNIGHT"
Feb. 14 - "Journey"
Fab. 15, - "Grateful Dead"
Feb. 16 - "Dave Mason"
Feb. 17 - "Gary Wright"
Feb. 18 - "Tower of Power"
Feb. 19 - "Robert Palmer"
Feb. 20 - "Bryan Ferry"
Feb. 21 - "Ambrosia"
Feb. 22 - "The Hollies"

Feb. 23-26, Camp Clifton, Sparta, N.J. Tl<e Encounter-With-Christ program will
take place at Camp Clifton, Sparta. This
program is sponsored by Catholic Campus
Ministry. For info, please call 882-7562.

March 2, 9:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m., Student
Center -- The TSC Pro-Life Committee will
hold a Bake Sale in the STudent Center on
Thursday, March 2 from 9:00 a.m. - 3:30
p.m. Frsh homemade goods baked from
scratch!

The Towers Residents Association is
sponsoring a Show." Cash prizes will be
awarded to the top acts. Anyone interested
in auditioning their acts contact Mary, Box
52, Travers, or Bruce, Box 42 Travers.
Auditions will beheld the week of F eb. 20th.

Qualification,
• Appli®
undergrade,
senior]
- Have a 2
average.
- Have l ive;
living situ atic
Application- following tin,.
lnfon.
1st - Su nday, F>:
Travers-Wolff It
2nd - Monde
Cromwell Mail
3rd - Tuesdi
p.m. - A llen H it
4th - W ednesc.
p.m. - S tudent (
For further
Student Center
2301/2264.

Students *b e
college are rer
1978 is the last dof tuition. W ithdn
Dean of St uden
101.

Co in hi h
Fill
There wi J"
Center Student fk

Qualification- Having full"
[sophomore,

Applications will be available for summer
orientation leaders at the Information
Desk. All applications must be returned no
later than Friday, Feb. 17 to the
Orientation mailbox in the Studert
Activities Area.

• H aving • *average
. |
-Having pr|or'
responsibility

-Having pfftK'
operations

Applications »
following timc>

Infer'
--

1st session

1978 - 7 p.m.
The October Trenton State College
Theater Company Production of "Six
Characters in Search of an Author" has
been chosen for inclusion in the American
College Theater Festival X, Semi-Finals
Regional festival at rreaoma, ;vew iora,
February 15-18. Good luck.

.

2nd session

,978 -7 p.m.- *'•
Fur further '*
Information

Desk-1
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Dick Gregory
up front
BY DARLENE SHIBER
"It's really weird when you stop and
think of the games they play. All that
craziness, the insanity, how it works. You'd
think someone'd see through it but nobody
does," comedian/activist Dick Gregory
said last Thursday night in Kendall Theatre.
Standing before a small, racially mixed
crowd, Gregory, looking earnestly at the
audience, tried to get his message across.
ALTHOUGH THE LECTURE, spon
sored by CUB Minority Program Com
mittee, was to discuss "the number one
problem in America today...moral pollu
tion " Gregory focused more on a political
issue-how he feels the government manip
ulates us, convincing people material things
are more important than the human body.
After arriving almost an hour late,
Gregory stood on stage spotlighted in his
tan three-piece suit against a black
backdrop and tossed .jokes around that
were well peppered with sarcasm. Touching
on former Presidents Nixon and Ford,
landing on the moon and the most recent
governmental scare about aerosol cans
destroying the ozone layer of the atmos
phere Gregory moved the audience to
laughter and deep thought, in turn, trying
to make them realize Jiow much he feels the
government affects our lives.
Looking directly at the audience, Greg
ory leaned forward and asked, "How many
people cheat?-You cheat on a history test.
They cheat on whole continents. Cheatin' is
cheatin'. The whole ripoff is a game. Those
are games that can kill you."
Disgusted with the way he feels the
government adversely affects us, Gregory
presented a barrage of evidence to support
his view.
"93 percent of o ur drinking water is unfit
for human consumption. The chlorine the
government puts in the water is known to
cause cancer."

even know it were contaminated.
The thread connecting Gregory's lecture
was the idea that all the things the
government's doing could be stopped by us.
"WE MUST TURN things around," he
said repeatedly.
"First we have to organize. Register all
college and high school students eligible to
vote. The federal politicians will have to
give as much attention to us then as they do
to road construction. This will bring a new
power and awareness. There is a concerned
voice on college campuses that just needs
organization," Gregory said.
Although he said the power of the vote
could turn things around, Gregory later
said, "I didn't vote for anyone (for
president). I didn't believe in Jimmy
Carter."
Gregory didn't believe in the Warren
Reports either. Along with Ralph Schoeman, an old friend, Gregory has been
working on the Kennedy assassinations to
gather new evidence leading to the convic
tion of the real assassin.
Schoeman said, "We've been friends for
15 years, ever since we started working
together on the Kennedy assasination."

Staff Pfyoto By Robert Tokanzyk

Comedian-activist
manipulation.

Dick Gregory lectures last Thursday

GREGORY'S NEWEST BOOK, Code
Name Zorro, written about Martin Luther
King Jr., is a powerful story that implicates
the government in King's death according
to Gregory.
"Somewhere you must start caring. You
must be concerned with who killed J.F.K.
and Malcolm X," he said seriously.
Gregory and his followers fast one day a
week, from sundown Saturday, drinking
only plain fruit juice or water "to expose
and dramatize the FBI and CIA."
He said, "When you fast you gain
spiritual power. If everyone does it on the
BY DORRIC. SCOTT
same day it's like a light turning on. If
everyone does it someting has to happen."
The
following
questions are those asked
Recently Gregory ran across country
averaging 50 miles' a day (roughly equiv by reporter Dorri C. Scott at the brief press
conference
held
immediately after
alent to two marathons) from California to
"90 PERCENT OF all cancer comes New York to protest the government Gregory's lecture in Kendall Hall last
from the environment and the food you eat experimenting with weather modification. Thursday. All questions were asked by
Scott and answered by Gregory.
buys only 20 percent, of the money for
cancer research is used for prevention."
ACCORDING TO GREGORY the 1977
Q:
You visited Trenton State College in
"This government knows it's not the drought was the worst in the history of
tobacco in cigarettes that causes cancer. America, yet at the same time as the October 1973. Since that time, I'm sure you
have frequented various other institutions
Chemicals put in by the government to drought there was a record wheat and corn
make them burn constantly causes it." crop in the middle of America. He blames of higher learning. Do you see any
significant
changes within the student
"There's no population explosion. Be the government for controlling the weather
body?
cause the children are comin' up hipper and to fit their own needs and put the small
A: Yes.
stoppin' their (tjie government's) thing farmer out of business while making the
Q: Would you elaborate on this some?
they're stoppin' the baby maker, not the corporation farmer richer.
He reinforced everything he said at the A: I find that students here and throughout
baby." (To get to the core of the problem.)
the nation seem to be less involved with
In 1962 a polio vaccine containing SV 40 close of his lecture by saying,"Somewhere
making money and more involved with
that causes cancer was given to the public. these things can be turned around with
social
issues. I have seen many students
It surfaces after 15-20 years. The govern your help. 1 beg you to look inside yourself
,leave institutions with intent to never make
ment says it wasn't an experiment but an and find yourself. Look inside and find your
money, but to become more involved with
accident that so many people who didn't universal self before it's too late."
social reform. Many have gone to work on
indian reservations and things of that sort.
Q: Recently you were arrested in
Washinton.D.C., can you tell me a little
more about the arrest?
A: Yes, my wife and I were protesting in
front of the South African Embassy and
were arrested. There is a strong need for
government to look at the South African
Embassy seriously and to stop playing
games. If you want to look at human rights,
let's start at home. A large amount of
money that goes to South Africa comes
from the United States Government. We've
got to begin looking at human rights at
home and then we can look at them abroad.
Q: In President Jimmy Carter's speeches,
throughout his presidential campaign,
many of his promises entailed more
employment for black youth, tax-cut, etc.
Many of these "promises" have been
modified. How do you view this?
A: I'm just amazed that he is that shrewd of
a politician. He had to say those things
(make promises) to get elected. He knew he
needed the blacks to vote..I didn't vote for
him. I didn't vote for no one. I didn't think
he was being honest, but I'd rather see
Jimmy Carter in there than Gerald Ford.
Q: Have peaceful marches such as those you
participated in with the late Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., become extinct?
A: No. I don't think so.
Staff P hoto By Robert Tokarczyk
Q: In what state do you see the black man
"Somewhere you must start caring," said Dick Gregory. "You must be concerned."

night on governmental

...And behind
the scenes
today? Many see the doors closing instead
of opening as far as blacks are concerned.
Do you believe this to be true?
A: The doors will never close because the
doors are your mind. Yes, I believe the
black man is progressing, but don't worry
about this black man, we need to
concentrate on worrying about this black
child.
Q: How do you view abortion?
A: The government has been dishonest
about abortion. The government has not
told women what abortion does to their
bodies. Trickery goes along with abortion,
and it's the same as sterilization.
Q: Much attention has been given to the
Tri-Lateral Commission. How do you see
this?
A: I'm not too interested because too many
know about it. They just may be feeding us
with information. Believe me, anything
they cut the Japanese.in on can't be but so
much.
Q: In your deliverance, you mentioned a
food you've discovered. Can you elaborate
on this a bit?
A: It has 27 ingredients in it...primarily:
nuts, seeds, and various herbs. The Indians
used a seed called 'chia' and were able to
walk miles by just using a little of this seed
daily. I put more ingredients in it than
needed initially because I wanted to try it
out on athletes, you know, the 'overkill?'
Now, it is just a matter of working out
contracts. I hope to have it in a bar, and
breakfast boxes very soon.
Q: Tell me something about the Kennedy
assassination; was Johnson involved? Did
he know anything?
A: Sure, Johnson knew before it happened
but it was too big for him to do anything
about it. He couldn't stop it.
Q: What about the CIA? Were they part of
it?
A: The CIA was not only part of it-they
carried it out.
Q: What about Malcolm X? Did he know he
was going to be assassinated?
A: Malcolm knew he would be killed. The
whole operation was too smooth. Malcolm
died of a ir bubbles in his lungs. How'd they
do it? ...mouth to mouth resuscitation.
Malcolm's problem was his dealings with
Pan Africanism and not that of today,
because I cannot see that. Malcolm talked
about bringing racism to the doorsteps of
the United Nations.
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Hypertension:
A Black problem
BY DORRIC. SCOTT

Diving course
is offered

but rather a combination of factors. Dr.
Marshall stated, "There are no symptoms,
although patients have reported headaches
and dizziness. " He recommended annual
check-ups (twice if possible), proper intake
of salt and no smoking.

Blacks suffer twice as many strokes and
other blood pressure related diseases than
do whites, Dr. John Marshall, director of
the Mercer County Heart Association told a
small audience in the Student Center last
week.
Dr. Marshall also revealed several other
facts about heart disorders that affect
blacks in today's society including
population comparision and high blood
Continued from vaoe se venteen
pressure.
"High blood pressure is hereditary," he freezing," Smith said.
said. "Therefore, if one's parents suffer
"We were sure we were going to make it
from the disease, it's more than likely tneir after seeing the sun come up the first time,"
children too, will be victims." The intake of
said Brown. "There were two things we
salt may be another factor leading to high
were fearing-the icy conditions and the
blood pressure although Dr. Marshall does cold, but by then we were numb," Smith
not totally agree with this theory. "Blacks added.
eat a large amount of "soul food," he admits,
Both agreed their number one problem
but says, "our diet is basically no different was staying awake. Smith said after awhile
than that of any other group. Sure, we eat their minds "snapped".
chitterlings (pig intestines), greens and
the iike, but we don't eat it all the time."
"WE HAD TO keep bullshitting and
Basically Marshall, along with other
experts in the field, does not /believe busting each other's ass to stay awake."
Although the idea of being recorded in
hypertension is caused by one single factor,

BY ZELDA SHLUKER
There is still time to sign up for a <
diving course to be given Mondavf^
crinnincr
151 m
A ~
•
.? »
ginning TWvrimrv
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andVunnTngthLa
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April 24,
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TSC skiers do it

Where: Trenton State College Tem
porary building. Room 7.

the Guinness Book of World Records is
appealing to the two skiers, they said it was
not the only reason for the ski-a-thon.
"We wanted to do our bit of good will in
the sport of skiing and to open up some
doors in the skiing industry," Smith said.
"We had, some tough times at first with the
ski manufacturers-but we know they all
give to the United Way.
Both skiers are loosely planning what
they call a "marathon of sorts" for next year
with hopes of including celebrities and
professional skiers, but say it won't be the
same "type of thing" as this year's feat.
"This year we wanted to get into
something that wasn't explored like racing

Requirements: adults plus teenagers ljl
years or older in good health with avera«
or better swimming ability.
'
Certification: National YMCA scuba
diver.
Course Cost: $50.
Contact the TSC Division of Co ntinuic
and Adult Education at 771-2255 or AnchoLine Divers, Inc. at (215) 752-7442.

and freestyling have been," said Smith, "we
just wanted something unique to do 'th-wouldn't kill us."

Interviews
Campus
for
Tl Equipment Group

Match your degree to our multitude of openings.
(U.S. Citizenship required)

Degrees
Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering

Industrial Engineering
Manufacturing Technology

Computer Science
(Software/Hardware)

Openings
Engineering/Computer
Softwa re/Ha rdwa re

Radar Design
Antenna Design
Guidance Control Systems
Infrared Technology
Microwave Development
Analog/Digital Design
PWB Engineering
Product Support Engineering
Quality and
Reliability Assurance
Process Engineering
Human Factors Engineering
Signal Processing
Acoustic Systems
Logic Design

n

Digital & Logic Circuits
Stabilization Systems
Environmental Systems
Environmental Design
Airborne Computers
Cryogenics-Heat Transfer
Navigation Systems
Computer-Aided Design
& Manufacturing
Distributed Computer
System Design
Minicomputer Operating
Systems
Engineering Applications
• Assembly, Pascal, PL-1
Fortran on Minicomputer
& IBM 370

Systems Analysis
Display Systems
Manufacturing

Project-oriented
Manufacturing involving:
• Coordinating
Manufacturing •
Schedule Commitments
• Cost-Control/Budget
Development
• Use of Real-Time
Computer Systems
Manufacturing Supervision
Assembly Methods
Fab Methods
Tool Design
NC Programming

Live in Dallas.
and liveliest metropolitan area.

The Southwest's largest

Discover all the glitter and glamour, spectacular sport and high fashion Dallas is famous foryet an economical place to make a home. Cost of living is way below the urban U S average And
lakes a nd°f TtmCime t&X'COUntry's 8th lar^est city has Year-round sunshine plus lots of
ties *° enj0,y ]t'The area has 34 colleges, 102 major medical facilities, and a
wpalth nf
wealth of major media and entertainment.

Interviewing on Campus
February 23 & 24
R

'°: MSrtha

Mars^all/Texas

Instruments/

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED
An equal opportunity employer M/F

\
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TSC skiers break
a world record
Ian "Smitty" Smith

Dave Brown

BY TERRY HOLSMAN
It was over a few beers at the Franklin
Tavern on a warm July night where TSC
students Ian Smith and David Brown first
decided to try to break the Guinness world
record for continuous alpine (downhill)
skiing. Two weeks ago, they did just that.
Smith,22, a senior criminal justice major
and Brown, 23, a part time business student
who works full time at his father's
Lawrence township construction business,
broke the record by skiing 54 hours and 8
minutes, with only one five minute break an
hour allotted to them by Guinness at
Vernon Valley Ski Area in McAfee, New
Jersey..
THE TWO SKIERS will by entered in
the next edition of the Guinness Book of
World Records if their record is not broken
by t he end of the year.
"We made our mark-but if someone
breaks it, we'll probably do it again," said
Smith.
"They would have to be awfully deter
mined, but with good weather it could be
broken," added Brown.
The previous record was set in
Brettonwoods, New
Hampshire in
December 1977 and was broken by Smith
and Brown by 2 hours and 8 minutes.
"In all respect for the other poor
bastards, we had to break it by more than
eight minutes," said Smith.

Quakerbridge Mall, where they both work
as part-time salesmen) that got the 'in' for
us-they've got the clout."

By the morning the marathon was
sched'uled to begin, twelve leading ski
manufacturers
had
donated
cash

Dave and Smitty with Barbara Harrison, Director of PR for Vernon Valley Ski Area.

contributions to the cancer society as well
as ski equipment that would be raffled off
during the weekend Smith and Brown
skied. Approximately $6,000 was netted
during this time for the organization.
"Public relations at Vernon Valley
realized this was going to be too big too
late," said Smith.
"But the people up there really took care
of us and the slopes," Brown said. Three of
the ski patrol volunteered to keep track of
them during the night hours of their
extended stay and according to Smith, the
head of the ski patrol was a cancer victim
himself.
TO HELP ENDURE the long nights, the
ski patrol provided walkie-talkies for the
skiers that were hooked up with a local
radio station.
The biggest test for them was the first
night out, when they wind chill factor
dropped the temperature to the equivalent
of minus 20 degrees.
"The snow blowers on all night were no
help either we froze, we were just
Continued on page tw enty

angels chase snow flakes
BY LORIMAITIN

ALTHOUGH NEITHER SMITH or
"All My Children," hot chocolate,
Brown are cigarette smokers, they held this snowball fights, cheese and crackers at 4,
event to raise funds for the American dinner at 5, a floor meeting, then a movie in
Cancer Society, but ran into quite a few the lounge, were all part of the exciting
problems getting ski manufacturers to schedule on Decker 2nd last Monday.
sponsor them.
We were all snowbound but that didn't
"We spent three months calling, writing stop us even though we were up at the
letters, getting rejected and trying again," crack of dawn with school cancellations. Our
said Smith, "and it was Herman Brooks (in floor was alive and kicking (and screamingl

C.U.B. Co ncerts Pr esents:

from then on.
CHEERS GREETED THE well waited
and expected news of the cancellation of
classes. Unfortunately, some of the morning
classes were still in session before the
decision was made and many dedicated
students braved the knee-deep snow, high
winds and slippery (ouch!) walkways to
attend.
One Double Decker girl even went out for
her volleyball class but came back disap
pointed because not enough students
showed for a game...darn!
After a hot lunch (which thank goodness
we only had to go downstairs for) and a
couple of hours of soaps (Donna Beck might
commit suicide) some of us donned our
thermals and mittens to go outside and
have a snowball fight and make snowangels.
Did you ever play "Rattlesnake?" Well, we
learned!
Just before the frostbitten stage we
marched our wet rears, red cheeks, and
drippy noses back to our floor and
decorated our hall with our soaked clothing.
Five minutes later we met for tea and
crackers and cheese, and chocolate chip

cookies, too. We definitely outdid ourselves.
Everyone felt sick but we all managed to
get dinner down... we had to; we heard that
was the last of the food!
AFTER DINNER WE fought over which
floor to invite over to play "Spin the
Bottle."
"Centennial!"
"Yea, but what part, it's co-ed now, we
just need the guys-not more girls!"
At eight o'clock we had our floor meeting.
"Wouldn't you rather have Billy Joel on our
floor T-shirts?" It had to be cut short
because a good, scary movie was on at 9.
We watched it together and we screamed a
lot- you have to to make it fun.
We were starving now; no one had any
Sugar Crisps. More cheese and crackers?
Yech! No wonder there's girls on Correctal.
DURING THE NEWS we got the call. It
was official were cancelled on Tuesday.
Wow, maybe we could shoot for Wednes
day, too.
Another whole day together! What will
we do?
"All My Children," hot chocolate, snow
ball fights, cheese and crackers...

Ex-Allman bro.
FEB. 16, 1978
KENDALL HALL
8 P.M.
Tickets o n sa le at
Info D esk F eb. 13.
TICKETS:
3:50 W/I.D.
5:50 W/O

with special guest
DIXIE DREGS

Dicky Betts
coming to Kendall
BY RO N BARTLETT
Southern boogie lovers are in for a treat on February 16, when CUB concerts present
Dicky Betts and Great Southern in Kendall Hall.
Betts became a household name in rock musical circles in the early seventies, as one of
the original members of the now defunct Allman Brothers Band.
In the early development of the Allmans, Betts played somewhat in the shadow of
guitarist Duane Allman, who's extraordinary talent had much to do with originating the
whole southern rock sound. The band achieved critical acclaim when they released a
two-record live set, Live at the Fillmore east. One of Betts' early compositions, "In Memory
of E lizabeth Reed," has become a classic from that album.
With the tragic death of Duane Allman in 1971, Betts was pushed into the leadership role
with the band, being the only solo instrument in the sextet. It was then that the band
reached its highest commercial success, with the release of the Brothers and Sisters album,
containing Betts' highly successful "Ramblin Man."
After recording Win, Lose, or Draw, the Allman's last studio effort, Betts left the band
at the height of personnel problems to pursue a solo career. Betts' first solo album with his
new band, Dicky Betts and Great Southern, was released early last year and a second
album is on the way.
Betts' trademark-the Gibson Les Paul Sunburst, has amazed and entertained fans in
every'part of the United States. The pure, clean, melodic style he incorporates into his
guitar playing is truly unique. February 16 is an opportunity to watch one of the best
contemporary musicians at work.
Also on the bill are the Dixie Dregs, a quintet from Macon, Georgia. The group has
released one album, and plays in a style termed "southern jazz," the latest offshoot of
southern music.
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ffcODIAC NEWS BRIEFS]
DYLAN ISN'T

"SHORT PEOPLE"
HAS
TALL SALES
(ZNS) A number of radio stations may be
banning Randy Newman's record "Short
People," but that blackout sure hasn't hurt
sales of the disc.
Newman has received two gold record
awards, one for selling one million copies of
his single, "Short People," and the other for
selling 500,000 copies of the album "Little
Criminals." which contains the cut "Short
People." These were Newman's first gold
records in ten years ol recording for
Warner Brothers.

CONDOMS ON
T H E RI SE
(ZNS) Advertising Age magazine reports
that condom sales in the U.S. are beginning
to expand rapidly, and that the people most
responsible for pushing sales to new heights
are women.
The trade publication of the advertising
industry reports that more and more
women are turning to the use of condoms
because of increasing concern over the
safety of birth control pills and the IUD.
Advertising Age reports that, as a result,
many "rubber" companies are featuring
advertisements which stress health safety,
and that women particularly will increase
their enjoyment of s ex, if the right condom
is used.
As an example, two advertisements by
'Jrojan, which claims to be the number one
iit- condom sales in drug stores, feature a

SO CHEAP
(ZNS) Bob Dylan is denying p,bfcw
reports that he is having trouble linine 2
musicians for his upcoming tour because )'
e
allegedly is offering to pay only ~~
per
week.
The reason Dylan is taking so long in

picture of a woman with the ad copy,
"Trojan fibbed...You'll never feel better."
Advetising Age says that condom com
panies are currently gearing up a compaign
to persuade the Federal Communications
Commission to allow them to advertise
their product on TV.

POT SPRAY
MAY POISON?
(ZNS) The National Organization for the
Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORML) has
formally demanded in a letter to the State
Department that the United States immed
iately stop its participation in herbicidespraying programs in Mexico.
NORMAL'S director Keith Stoup says
chere is convincing evidence, uncovered by
the government itself, that deadly poisons
are present in the marijuana being con
sumed by U.S. smokers.
The NORML letter demands an im
mediate moratorium on U.S. aid or assistance to the spraying programs until federal
agencies prepare and make public environ-

mental impact statements, detailing all the
effects of the spraying programs.
The government's National Institute on
drug abuse recently reported that it had
detected residues of the powerful weedkilling agent, paraquat, in about 10 percent
of the samples it tested which had been
seized near the Mexican-US border.
Some of the contaminated weed was
found to contain residues of extremely toxic
paraquat at levels in excess of 6 00 parts per
million-levels considered potentially very
dangerous by chemical researchers.
NORML's letter alleges that the Amer
ican government is supporting the use of
not only paraquat, but other powerful
herbicides, including "2,4,5-T" and "2,4,-D"
in spraying programs abroad. The organ
ization says it is disturbed by reports
indicating that the American government is
expanding its support of drug-spraying
programs in Latin America, and that the
Venezuelan Government recently agreed to
a large-scale anti-marijuana spraying oper
ation with US support.
Meanwhile, government researchers
have said they hope to know by the end of
this week what kind of effect the smoking of
contaminated weed really has on the health
of smokers.

selecting his touring band, according t o
Wasserman, is because the
writer is looking for 13 performers, in 
cluding two or three back-up singers,'and
each must be proficient on at least two and
preferably three instruments. Because o l
the requirements, the auditions have takes
longer than expected.
He said that musicians from the Rolling
Thunder Revue tour received $1,000 a
week, and Dylan paid all of their expenses.
His manager, Paul Wasserman told
Zodiac News that there is never a shortage
of musicians who want to tour with Dy lan
Wasserman said,"I don't know what he is
paying, but the story about paying $300 a
week is ridiculous."
Dylan's tour of Japan and Australia will
begin on February 20th, and run thro ugh
mid-April. When he returns in April,
Wasserman says, Dylan will start work on a
few albums for Columbia records using the
musicians who accompanied him on the
tour.
The manager told Zodiac that i
will be made at that time as to where the
tour will go next. Wasserman said: "I kind
of think it will be the United States."

*?lY

CUB TRAVEL PRESENTS

GREAT SPRING BREAK
GETAWAY!!
— 7 days, 8 nights in Beautiful Orlando, Florida, March 17- 25,
transportation in Greyhound bus.
— Accomodations in the John Newcombe Tennis Village, four to a room,
with all tennis and skin-diving equipment included.
— 2 day trips to Daytona Beach
— 1 day in Disneyworld with free coupons and bonus attractions included.
— 1 day in Seaworld- a great show !
— Plus 2 meals included , a beer party provided the 1st night by the pool
with food and Sunday brunch and orientation session.

ALL FOR $159.°°

SIGN UP NOW! AT THE STUDENT CENTER INFO
DESK. $50.00 deposit due no later than Feb. 27th ,
but sign up EARLY- 40 person limit!

FOR MORE INFO CONTACT IRENE (2467- CUB office and 4317) or STEVE ( 25SO) .
\
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Gathering the moss
enroute from L.A. to London. The current
singing. The sound is coming right back at
Rolling Stone reports Stewart and friends
you, and if y ou should get out of tune, you
ripped up seats and strewed garbage
can hear it right away."
throughout the first-class compartment.
With his recent appearance on Saturday
"I don't think we were badly behaved,"
Night Live and his first successful album in
reflected Stewart after departing the
some time, a new generation too young to
aircraft singing "I'd walk a million miles for
Grace Slick savs in the new Rollins Stone remember his older hits is discovering Ray
one of your legs," brandy in hand. "On
"It was sort of a spiritual party at the end
that the Jefferson Starship's forthcoming Charles, reports the current Rolling Stone.
second thought we were." British Airways
of a long tour," explained Rod Stewart after
Two
records
made
Ray
Charles
into
"Soul
album is "sort of up...full of stuff that's
agreed, and is considering banning Stewart
another exercise in creative destructionhyper." According to Slick, the band was Brother Number One" in the late Fifties,
from future flights.
this time aboard a British Airways jet
mysteriously plagued by vehicular mishaps the story behind the first one, "What'd I
while finishing the album. Craig Chaquico's Say," goes like this: Ray and the band were
Porsche was rammed from behind by a playing a dance and after 45 minutes or so
Mack truck, restricting the guitarist to his ran out of tunes. "So I said to the girls," Ray
moped; someone took Paul Kantner's VW tells Rolling Stone, "whatever 1 say, jusi
van for a joy ride (Kantner had left the keys repeat after me. Well, the people just went
in i t); and when Grace Slick got her Aston crazy and they loved that little 'ummmh, Continued from page oru
After learning of t he problem in funding,
Martin out of t he repair shop, she got stuck unnnh' part. Later on, people said it was "They will have to charge more because of
Pacheco approached the SFB for spec
with a bill for $2000. The car still didn't run. vulgar. But hell, everybody knows about their remaining funds," said Rothman, who funds,
asking lor $b,UUU to Pe used maimy
the 'ummmh, unnnh.' That's how all of us
feels the lack of communicaton is the reason for live entertainment. But, was only
got here."
allotted
$2,000 form the board.
for
the
deficit
Pub
funds.
When Charles brought his latest album,
"There's a consensus on the SFB that
Pacheco agrees. "I feel there is a problem
"True to Life" to his record company, they
asked him to work with a producer. They within the (bookkeeping) system. "We students don't really need to spend so much
called on Curtis Mayfield, a Huff and New really should work toward a more effective money on the bands in the Pub," says
York producer. "But the guys bailed out," system oi communication in oraer to Pacheco. "I don't feel that's true
considering about 1700 students attend it
Charles tells Rolling Stone Contributing prevent these problems from happening
on an average weekend."
Editor Robert Palmer. "One guy told me, again in the future."
"What we really want to do is give a
Ray Charles sings in the shower in order 'Look, I grew up on you. How in the fuck am
PACHECO NOTED THAT
Pub balanced program to the students in order
to study his voice. "People make a lot of I going to tell you what to sing?' " "True to
Productions is separately funded and does to meet the diversity of their needs," says
jokes about it," he says, "but the shower is Life" was released as Charles wanted it,
not receive any direct profits made from the Pacheco. "This includes Jazz on Mondays,
one of the best places to practice your and became a hit.
Flicks on Tuesdays, Anything Goes
^lcoholic^everage^ervedin^he^ub^
Wednesdays and live programming on
Thursday, Friday and Saturday. Without
the money, we can't do the live
programming."
Pacheco says she would rather not
(TLS) INDICATES TWI LITE SHOW
TICKETS ON SALE 30 MINUTES PRIOR TO TLS
compromise and hire less talented (less
expensive)
bands in order to "stretch out"
kk
the remaining funds.

Report ftom
"The Starship"

Rod Stewart

trashes plane

No $ for bands

Ray Charles sings
in the shower

The One and Only'
is Funny, Hilarious and Hysterical
(We're very serious about this)

"I'LL TRY NOT to," she says. "It's a
shame that most SFB people don't really
have a true idea of how much a good band
goes for on today's market. We really don't
want to lower the quality of bands we hire."
Thus, <n order to maintain the quality
level of entertainment and still be able to
afford it, Pacheco feels Pub Productions will
be forced to limit the live programming in
the Pub to only Thursday nights.
"Unfortunately, even the bands on
Thursday nights," says Pacheco, "will not
be of the same quality as last semester."
In order to solve the problem, CUB plans
other methods of obtaining funds in the
future.
According to Don Best, director of
College Union Board (CUB), Pub
Productions will approach the SFB again in
the future for more funding.
"In order to approach the SFB, we will
need student support. However, if apathy
prevails (among the students), we will plan
whatever means needed for Pub funds,"
said Best. "We feel that the students must
make their voices heard."
IN ORDER TO achieve the student
input mentioned, CUB will distribute a
petition to be filled out by TSC students
which is designed to document student
interest in live entertainment at tne rub.
The following is a copy of the petition
that Pub Productions will be circulating to
TSC students which The Signal has
obtained for student reference:
TO. Trenton State College Student Bodv
FROM: CUB Pub Productions
RF: Petition for Pub Entertainment
Spring 1978

NF.ll SIMON'S

GOODta
Fri.-(TLS 5:30) 7: 45.9:55
Sat.-Sun. 1:00-3:15-iTLS 5:30)
7:45. 9:55
Mon.-l:00-3:15-(TLS 6:00) 8:15

REDUCED ADULT & STUDENT P RICES F OR TLS T ICKETS. LIMITED TO SEATING

Pub Production, in order to continue with
a
balanced
schedule
of
quality
entertaiment for the upcoming semester
will need additional funds from the Student
Finance Board (SFB). On February 1, 1978
the SFB allocated $2,000^ for Pub
Productions. Although the amount was
appreciated, it will only allow programs to
be presented on Monday nafhts for Jazz and
Tuesday nights for Fficks and popular
bands for Thursday-nights only. We are in
need of an additional $3,000 in order to meet
the operational costs of ongoing week
programs for you- the TSC student. The
SFB needs more concrete data before it will
consider another allocation. If you would
like to see a semester of continued quality
in entertainment at the Pub, please sign
this petition and have your voice heard
Please do not sign this petition more than
once as it will decrease the credibility of t he
support. Thank you. Pub Productions.
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ATTENTION

CLASSIFIEDS
WANTED

FOR RENT

Ride[s] to and from
Cape May County. Call
CEntennial 2046 and ask for
Jeannette. Will pay.

Single
bedroom
available for immediate
occupancy. Located on West
State Street the house has
five
bedrooms,
two
livingrooms and friendly
people. Rent, a low $67.00.
Call 396-4616, or if no
answer, 201-297-7037.

Sexy female dancer for
Stag party. Good money,
good time.
Call Frank,
695-1009 for more info.

FOR SALE

PHOTOGRAPHS
Need a vocalist for your
band? I've had experience
singing folk and rock. Call
[215] 862-2390.
Ask for
Karin.

For professional photo
graphs, get- a professional
specializing in Weddings
and portfolios--Contact
Norman Wright at The
Signal office.
Phone
771-2424.

Sonta,
San Diego sounds great,
huh? Don't worry Jane's
gonna be here soon.

Alex,
Happy Birthday!
Awoooo.
Love,
Wolfe Staff

Jude [spose]
Terry,
You're terrific. The hell
with
everyone
else.
A Friend

Cind,
Happy Birthday. I'll see
you in March after you know
what gets over with-hangin, please.
Love,
Doug

Bill

To Janice S.,
The hippos and snoopys of
the world think your super
nice. So do I.

A Friend
To Dave Rose,
We hear the FDA banned
BGA, so we guess you'll
have to use SS to feed Rebel

Terry,
Welcome Back. Where are
you? I'm in 101 Centennial
Hall. Stop by when you get
the chance.
Carol
Mit,
Roses are red,
Violets are best,
You know I just Love
those hairs on your chest.
Sirp
Sue Fazekas,
Happy Belated Birthday
[Feb. lst[. We just couldn't
forget you.
Love,
The gang on Decker 2nd
Happy Birthday Kathy
Heward. Best wishes on this
special day.
Love,
The gang on Decker 2nd
Drew,
I'm madly in love with you
so please be my Valentine or
I'll have to bubble-up all by
myself!
Love you.
Sue Ku
Col.
Don t be a stranger.
Happy Valentine's Day.
Love,
Bill v

Honda 550-4 '76. Excel
lent condition. Many extras.
$1000. Sacrifice. Call GAry,
883-7812.

The sun shines everyday.
Hope to see a sunrise in you
real soon.

FarrahWelcome back!! If you
were gone much longer all
"Bloody Hell" would have
broken loose!
Bedford
P.S.-That's a flag and 10
yards for a laughin' fit!
AARO,
You are cordially invited
to the first meeting of the
V.W.O.O.P.C. [Volkswagen
Owners of Piscataway Club.]

still

Jane
R.F.C., C.A.,
"When we start at the
center of ourselves, we dis
cover something worthwhile
extending toward the peri
phery of the circle. We find
again some of the joy in the
now, some of the peace in
the here, some of the love in
me and thee which go to
make up the kingdom of
heaven on earth."
Happy Valentine's Day
With love,
S.B.F., O.A.

Jim [the one without the
beard this semester].
Just wanting you to know
I'm glad we finally got
together Happy Valentines
Day.
Love, and a smile,
your secret admirer,
[the "sensational kisser"]

To the best CA in the World,
Nobody does it better!
Love,
The best GA in the World

Laurie,
w
I can't think of anything to
say. Happy Valentine's Day!

To Rms 253 and 251,
Are the surprise paties
over yet?
UMM!
Good
cakes. Congratulations on
your engagement. ML and
BH.
Love,
230

Roommate Bianey
P.S.-Make sure her bag is
clean.
To my partying partner,
Happy Birthday and
Happy Valentine's Day!
Now that you're 21, you're
Iegal[and libel)! Have fun--I
know you will!
XO
Dear Robin,
Happy Valentines Day!
Love always,
Steve
lo Craze,
Thanks for putting up
with me! I couldn't have
asked for a better friend.
Let's . hop e for some more
great times.
Love
Bozo
Dear Lori,
Happy 20th birthday.
Love ya,
Paula

The SEAL, Tr.„

5a*e's Yearbook, De(fH
photographers! There
many opportunities l
learning and seH-e xprJ
that make it well worth t?
while. Call Lew in Tri*

926 at 2015or leave,™;
the SEAL office [Rooffl
Student Center Basen^

•

Delta Sorority ext ai
to aU non-Greek w oni«
invitation to attend ™
second rush party f.
and find out what Delta Zg|
has to offer to you n
Party is at 8:30 j, *
Education Buildine J?
g "**
130.

Monday nights, 7-9:45,
starting Feb. 20. Held at
Rider College by the Ameri
can
Red Cross.
Call
394-1161 for information.

Joe My Loe,
Dearest "Bo,"
Did you really think that
I told Chester Hester I'd
getting me drunk and taking leave him for you so I u
me to that "sleazy motel" waiting for the day when wi
would make me love you? can run away together.
Welper, you were right!
Your True Love

Hunk,
Thanks for being the way
you are.
Please, never
change. You are too special
to me.

Spatty Cakes [Roommate],
I hope we'll be seeing
more of your friend Lydia
this semester.
Bring her
around to visit.

Your Secretary,
Bianey

Used TV's $45. Contact
Pat, the assistant photo
editor in the signal office.
Call 771-2424.

To the best OA's in the
world,
I couldn't do it without
you!

I LOVE YOU,
Herk

office, ext. 2244.

ATTENTION
LAP SWIMMERS

Weekday mornings,
tentatively: Mon. and Wed.
10:45 thru 12:00, ues. 10:45
thru 12:00 or Fri. 10:45 thru
1:20. Call Craig, ext. 2963
or Decker Box 1317 for info.
People with advanced life
DATSUN MAG WHEELS 4
saving needed. Sponsored
Datsun Mag whels $80 will
Courtesy of Intramurals and
fit all Datsun's except 280 Z
Recreation.
and Pickup.
Call Rob-215-493-1556
WATER SAFETY
INSTRUCTOR COURSE

Barry,
Your new "grandmother"
misses you! Why don't you
go visit her?! She's in the
library!
w

Love,
JKL

Dear Waldo,
The batteries are
good.

Used Black and White
TVs. $40 and up. Contact
Pat Calabria, the assistant
photo editor, in The Signal
office. 771-2477 or leave a
message.

Love,
Su Amiga

Jane,
Keep trying kid... You'll
play yet!

Cindi,
Forget him.
Realize it
won't work and you'll get
along better without him.
You're expecting too much.

Toyota Celica, 1971,
$950. Good shape, new
battery, new exhaust, good
tires, snows. 27 m.p.g.,
65,000 miles. Call 201-9952365 after 6 p.m.

1973 VW, 60,000 miles,
new brakes and clucth,
AM-Fm radio, plus CB
mount and antenna. Good
condition. Asking $1700. Call
Marty, 737-2643.

.
A"? student interest
in assisting the OffiwT
Academic Affairs in
Wishing a general W
society on campus J ,
Doreen Bierman at the £

"Fred"

Love,
Frank Lloyd Wright

Love ya,
Snowbound

Menj,

"Puck," Bob W, Shadow,
"Ralph," and Bill,
Thanks for making our
college careers x-rated in
stead of PG. Hope we re-run
Thursday night soon.

Bob Bedford
To John H. W Alpht
Delta]
This is a public apotogyta
the aU points bulletin!
Mucho sorry for the ileri
Brakes

The "Muffler-bearings"

•

Roomie,

Barb Emri,
Just wanted to say "Hi!"
We've got to get together to
Tower some glasses out the
window!"
Regina
•
Dear Brooklyn,
Chip, Ernie and Uncle
Charley miss you, so don't
make a "stranger" of your
self.
Signed,
Purrr....
P.S. Don't forget the cheese
bonus!
Ken H.,
Wow, where'd you get the
blue suit? Good enough to be
buried in!
Heat Produces Body

I hope you get E.N.'s.
-apeless legs
-lots of Haley's [right,
Diane?]
--and your every snake.
Happy VD.

To The Alpha Phi Bears.
Our "hearts" belong to
you [for a quarter, too..
Blonde Bear

•

Terrie and DonnaGood luck to all of us wit-'
JPE. If we made it througk
pledging we can do this.

Love,.
Ude

•

Hey O'Hay,
To my dearest Kim,
Happy Valentine's Day.
Love always,
Jackson

Love,
Valerie

•

B.J.
Happy Valentines Day!
N.T.

Barry,
What if they don't have
blue shirts to go with the
white
tails?
Coop
P.S.-What side of the church
am I going to be on?

To Mar [My campus Mom],

®

Happy Valentines DayLet's do another movie soot

Sgt. Bittenmaster,
Who knows what this
How s the library been
semester holds? Hopefully
treating
you
lately?
lots of fun and few problems.
C3PC
But it's good to know you
are there when I need you. Dr. Sax ton, ™
Thanks! Remember you can
Rumour has it that Santa
count on me too.] Let's be
Claus brought you a toupe
happy and enjoy!!
for Christmas. Remember,
Love,
BALD IS BEAUTIFUL!!!
Boz
2 Abnormal Psychotics

•

Dear Brooklyn,

Purrr...
P.S.-Don't forget the cbee*
bonus!
Discover your own p"
sonal universe- -your o*®
spiritual truth. Know that a'
Soul, you can answer vow
own questions about life an*1
death via Soul TravelECKANKAR. Call Ca thy «
882-0488.

Spring Break Trip To

FT. LAUDERDALE

March 18-26
$165.00 Includes Bus and
Based on quad., occup.

For information Call Lori

I

Chip, Ernie and
k*
Charley miss you^ so d® 1
make a "stranger" of your
self.

Good

Room

Reputation!

771-3635

„
u

FEBRUARY 14. 197f t
Musicians and Bands for
WTSR's Radiothon '78. If
you are a performing artist
or can help us find good
bands, please contact Bill
Moreau at WTSR.
Call
771-2530, or stop down.

Babysitter wanted Friday
and Saturday nights for
about 4 hours. Phone
739-0549.
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WANTED

WANTED

Female

PERSONAL

roommate

PERSONAL

to

share apt. with three others,
own bedroom, w/w carpet
ing, fireplace.
Starting
March 1st.
Ewing. Call
883-4278.

FOR RENT
In Ewing, apartment
for rent. $245.00 a month.
Pets okay. Available March
1. 1 bedroom. 883-6410 or
883-9353.

Dear Angie,
The centerspread is for
you, for without you, This
Week At Trenton would
probably be on pages * 17
As we leave behind the
life we knew, remember ...
We'll be friends through
thick or thin, peters out, or
peters in."
The rest is really up to
you.
I love you,
Norm

Lady Margeret,
Now you're better... and
better, and better... best. As
Mr. Zimmerman says "I
want to spend the night with
Peggy Day."

CLASSIFIED AD
IRFORMATION

-Sir Joseph

COMPUTING 7HR

To Bill, Joe and Bob,
It is two months and 15
days to that special day.

Freshman Represent
ative for Student Finance
Board is available. Contact
Love & Kisses,
TRAVEL
Steve Rothman at the SFB
Gale and Nancy
£ To Greg, Ron and Bob,
Wanna go to Florida?
office, second floor Student
a
It is two months and 16
For student's discount info,
Center.
q days to that special day.
call April 771-3645 [on
To Nancy, ^
Love and Kisses,
campus].
When is "plan A" going
Gale and Nancy
Cleaning girl,
Must
into effect?
drive, call 737-0549.
Gale

Pat,
Happy Valentines Day! I
hope you like your gift. I
know it's not what you really
wanted, [that real expensive
thing] but that will come
before the end of the semes
ter.
Love always,
Jeff
Danny,
Go back to Rider you
Head! One -two- three- fourfive a nd five is ten-- You're
down for the count! Way to
Bite turf-Nice Burnout!
The Blimps

•

Laurie,
Happy Valentine's Day.
Love you like crazy
Dennis

,

P.S. You really didn't think
we'd
write
something
terrible. Did you?

Love,
PAP

JoeHappy Valentine's Day.
Here's to 5 more years.
All my love,
Elaine

GJON-STUDENTS PAT SCENTS A WORD.

Jeff,
I hope you have a very
happy Valentine's Day, be
cause you make every day
:~l for
t„» me.
special
Love
Pat

T'VK,
It's Valentine's Day,
"don't it make your blue
eyes brown?"
CJA

Tina,
Happy Valentine's Day to
the only woman in my life.
Bennie

•

To Rich,
®
Even though it's a little
late, we just want to wel
come you back! We're glad
you decided to stay.

Student
Government
Association
President Doreen Bierman said she rescued
her car while it was in the process of being
towed. The truck operator still insisted on
her paying $15 before she could get her car
back. She said she was willing to move her
car. but a campus police car backed in
behind her and wouldn't allow her to move.
Bierman reluctantly paid the $15 and was
then allowed to move her car. She saw the
situation as a "strange, unlawful,
arrangement" and is determined to "get to
the bottom of it." She said she is tentatively
in the process of taking legal action against
the school because "they don't deal with you
as human beings."
Hagaman had a different version of the
incident. He says Bierman parked her car in
the roadway outside the Student Center.
An officer informed her that he would have
to give her a ticket for parking illegally.
Hagaman said Bierman said she didn't care
and to go ahead and ticket her. So Bierman
proceeded into the Student Center and
returned to find her car ready to be towed
away. Hagaman says she became furious
and began yelling at the tow truck operator.
He did admit that a police car proceeded to

IJEADLINE FOR CLA8SIFIEDS IS
THURSDAY NOON.
4. B END CHECKS OR CASH.

Print

tour classified

Ad

dire

TMO'C
Roses are red,
Violets are gay
I hope you have a
Happy Valentine's Day.
PAS [or as you say SAP]

The Clan
•
To My Mystery Man,
Happy Valentines Day!
From Howdy Doody
To Kath [#1 Shaun Cassidy
Fan],
Hey Roommate! We've
been blessed with four
months away from Howell.
This is definitively cause for
celebration! I know we will
both enjoy this semester
especially the "crying" part.
If we can all keep from
fighting we'll have it made.
Hope you quit cause it's
nice have you around.
[Besides, who else could put
up with me as a roommate!]
Love,
Your Roommate and F.F.L.
«.

•

Happy Valentine's Day.
JAH

Parking problems
continued from page three

CLASSIFIED AB'S OF 5 WORDS OR

LESS A RE F REE T O T S€ STUDENTS. E ACH
ADDITIONAL W ORD C OSTS F IfE C ENTS

' Sue,
Thank you for sharing the To: All the gallant gentle-1
Georgie Baby,
most beautiful experience I men who dug us out from
Together weH make up it!
have ever had in my life. under 6 feet of snow.
I can't live without you!
You're the best thing that Thanks!
[blue and brown cars]
has ever happened.
Happy Valentine's Day.
Ab, Joyce, and Erin
Love
Debbie
I Love You,
Stew
Glen,
^
Happy Valentine's Day,
Dear Karen,
Taylor,
hope you aren't all "tootsed"
Have a happy Valentine's
Don't be grouchy, it's
out.
Day.
Valentine's Day.
Tigger and Harry
Love
Love,
P,P and M
Bobby Clarke

To Dave, Waz, and Patti,
Sugarbean,
We know it's bard to be
How's your honey?
good so why Bother.
Love,
Sirp
A Bee-autiful Friend

To the GAP, JAP, AP, IAP,
Happy Valentine's Day!

H

IMARUN

block Bierman in, but said that once a car is
in the process of being towed, the owner
cannot retain it without first paying a fee.
He says the car blocked Bierman in to
insure that she would pay the fee.
Whoever was right in this situation
remains to be seen. It's obvious that the
system needs clarification or revision.
Maybe Doreen Bierman has the right idea
by taking the school to court. If she goes,
hopefully the result will be an improvement
to all parties concerned.

Input Asked
continued from page three

The suggestions should be submitted in
writing and should be made in reference to
the specific sections of the judicial code.
The committee will review all suggest
ions and place the present judicial structure
under scrutiny. Members oHhe committee
suggested that the jeefflrcTof the All College
DisciplinaryJ3oar'd for the past year also be
scrutinized?
The committee hopes to complete its
study by the end of the semester.

To MFLSBS,
You're a fantastic friend
and a great person! I love ya.
From Waldo
When I'm with you its
always a marvelous night for
a moon dance.
I Love You!
Your brown-eyed girl
To the 5th floor,
Happy Valentine's Day.
Love and kisses

Mil.

ADDRESS
IIP
CITYPHONE
STUDENT
FDR FUTEER
MMT
INFORMATION CALL 1*1'

Elaine

women s
medical center
birth
control
counseling

Confidential
Service

free
early detection
pregnancy testing

outpatient
abortion
facility

(215) 265-1880
Call Collect

1710 DEKALB PIKE • KING OF PRUSSIA, PA. 19406

Attention Males

EARN EXTR A MONEY
$ 100.00 per month

Join Our Plasma Program
Female Programs Also Available
Somerset Laboratories, Inc.
941 Whitehorse.Mercerville Rd.
Trenton, N J'
Phone 585-8600
Mon. - Fri. 9:00am - 5:00pm

Tmmyu"

lrarsrorrarr
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GROUP STUDENT DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
Positions Available for 1978-79 Academic Year

community As Advisors (CAs) in Residence

^3

Requirements:
-Applicant must be a full time undergraduate (sophomore, junior, senior)
-Have a 2.25 cumulative grade average
-Have lived in residence hall or group living situation prior to fall '78
Applications will be Available at the Following Times Only:

1- Tuesday, Feb. 14, 1978 8 p.m. - Allen House Lounge
2- Wednesday, Feb. 15, 1978 - 4 p.m. Student Center, 202W
(need only attend one)

Graduate Assistants- in the student Centerin the Residence Hails

Qualifications:

-Admission to the Graduate School of Trenton State College
Qualities which enhance successful inter-personal relationships
ami staff ^ faCimtate

SUPervising' ad™ing

and counseling students

-Previous work experience of a related nature preferred

For further information, contact Mr. Gregory Roberts, Personnel
oordinator, Student Center/Housing office, 2301/2264.

Application Deadlines:
Community Advisor- February 20, 1978
Graduate

_ March 6, 1978
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AH, LIFE IS rA\SERABL£.
...OF MOT FEELING THE
HERE IT IS — VALENTINE'S
BREATHTAKING- AU)£
A&AlN. ANOTHER
[yjDF H\S ARDENT LOVE...
TYEAR OF fJOT
[]\rJ^ OF NOT
C-ATC HIAJG
HAVING THE
OJARPA RUSH
YOUR BREATH
OF fmoriOAJ
WhEM HE
AS A LOVER
"BRINGS YOO
'~~,T>RAU)S YOO
GIFTS OF
Ac.LOSE ••• >
"ROSES AiUt>
C.HOCO LATE...

Quakerbrige Mall
Lawrenceville

^

oM'T DORRY.
You CAN GET
THE SAAAE

FEELINGS
"BY T omPiWG
FROA1 A
YE/V-STORY
^UlLDiN©,

-J—f

A Gift Certificate
from

799-8188

Seafood Shanty"

Great Food
Great Drinks
TV .v
Great Times

has been awarded to

NANCY DUKE
WINNER OF WTSR'S
TEE-SHIRT DESIGN CONTEST

This Weeks Band:

'FORCE'

Congratulations from WTSR and
thanks to all those who participated!
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Fencers drop first t o Montclair
were more aggressive and attack*) „
"Condition-wise, I believe that we, *
better shape than Montclair"
Bartha with a chuckle, commenting"
"huffing and puffing" that she obser ,''
Montclair s fencers during the match

Belles," (instances in which the final scores
were 5-4), two of which Trenton came out

BY L.R. DELGADO
TSC's Women's Fencing team suffered
its first defeat as it dropped a tough one to
Montlcair two weeks aeo.
Entering, the match with a 2-0 record
(with the defeat of Bockport, 4-2 for their
second win), the TSC Lions came out with a
tie of 62 overall touches, but ended up on
the losing end with six bouts to Montclair's
10 bouts.
"THE CALIBER OF fencing on both
teams was very equal," stated Marie Koch,
TSC fencing coach. "We just didn't make
the breaks, and each fencer had one critical
bout that they dropped.
"We did extremely well for a team that
isn't nationally ranked," added Koch. "We
fenced equally with Montclair, who is the
tenth ranked team in the nation."
Junior health and physical education
major Lisa Ferraro and senior Jeanette
"Jet" Bartha chalked up the first two wins
for Trenton as they both defeated
Montclair's Berardi with identical scores of
5-1.
The overall number of touches received
for each team remained close throughout
the match. There was a total of eight "La

Sophomore health and physical education
major Karen O'Keefe and Bartha won La
Belle" over their Montclair counterparts,
adding the third and fourth victories to
TSC's win column.

Rosetti

DONNA KERN, A junior health and
physical education major, extinguished her
opponent with a thorough 5-0 score, to
credit TSC with its first bout victory.
Bartha, fencing in the last bout 6i me
match, defeated Montclair's Susan Peck,
5-2. (Peck won the second place position at
the New Jersey Section IV Christmas
Tournament held at Princeton University in
December, in which 49 members from nine
New Jersey colleges competed.)
Losing her first bout of the season to
Montclair fencer Aragona with a score of
5-4 "La Belle," Bartha now has a personal
bout record of 11-1.
The veteran fencer admitted that
Montclair was as difficult to fence against as
was the William Paterson squad Trenton
faced in their opening match of the season.
"Their whole technique was different,"
began Bartha, a psychology major. "They

Continued from.page thirty

and compete. I respect him for that. I r
that to everybody.

"I FEEL MORE confident since
red-shirted last year and wrestled with tk'
New Yo^k Athletic Club," he said, "T fcfhad a lot of National champs in there and'
learned a lot of f reestyle moves. It round*me out."
Rosetti said he's still not sure if h e
compete at 126 or 118 during the m
season NCAA tournaments. He's
few pounds to determine if he ca i
physically maintain his strength at
lower weight. But he's in no hurry.
"I just want to get through Mets and take
these tournaments one at a time," he said

Staff Photo by Michael Conn

IT WON'T COME DOWN-Linda
Hamilton [25] leaps high to release shot
over opponent. Hamilton has played a big
part in the Lions close victories this week.

Women win
close ones
B Y CHRIS D'AMICO

The TSC Women's Basketball team may
not have too much of a shot at a tournament
berth but that doesn't mean they're giving
up.
The Lions were blown out by Montclair
State, 105-44, last Wednesday but bounced
back to nip Army and upend rival Glassboro
State.
IT WAS CLOSE all the way as Stacey
Vinson's cagers nipped the women cadets,
58-56. Nancy Muniz and Linda Hamilton
shared the scoring honors as they each
hooped 15.
Last Wednesday the cagers had another
tough one as they hung on to nip Glassboro
State, 69-67. These close wins have made
coach Vinson very happy with her team.
"We won two straight under pressure
and that's a good sign," remarked the had
mentor. "I'm pleased with our last two
periormances.
"We're playing a strong game now,"
continued Vinson. "Offensively we're
getting good shots and doing a good job
containing our defensive boards."
Those five-to-ten minute breakdowns are
no longer bothering the team as they had
earlier in the year.
"THOSE BREAKDOWNS ARE non
existent anymore," remarked Vinson.
With the victory over the Profs the Lions
raised their conference record to 2-3. But
there aren t any conference playoffs and
the changes look slim for the Lions to be
invited to a post-season tourney.
"There are no state playoffs," remarked
Vinson. "The tournament is on a regional
basis. Teams form
New
Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Delaware and Maryland are
chosen to play."
Since the cagers have already bowed to
Rutgers, William Paterson and Kean, thenhopes for an invitation are low.
"They usually pick two teams from the
state," continued Vinson. "They like to
spread the qualifiers around so we have to
hope that teams from other teams don't
have impressive records."

The TI-57 The super slide-rule that'll
get you into programming... fast and easj
Even if you've never programmed before.
For the student who re
quires slide-rule functions, the
TI-57 delivers an exceptional
co mb ina tio n of advanced
mathematical and statistical
capabilities. From functions
such as trig, logs, powers, roots
and reciprocals...to mean, var
iance, standard deviation and
much more.
And as long as you're in
the market for a super sliderule calculator, why not buy
one that can also put th e power,
speed and convenience of pro
gramming at your disposal?

Programming a calculator

SO I HE LIONS may not be playing in
a post-season tourney but right now they're
playing the best they've ever had.
© 1978 Texas Instruments Incorporated

simply means giving it a logical
set of instructions for accom
plishing what you want it to
do. Programming enables you
to solve lengthy and repetitive
problems
quickly
by sub
stituting
new vari
ables into
the set of
instructions
_
which you
have al
ready entered into the machine.
The end result is more effi

cient use of your time in pro
lem-solving.
All th is and more is e
plained in our unique. illi
trate d, easy-to-follow guid
book, "Making Tracks In
Programming." This 200-pai
book comes with the TI-57.
contains simple, step-by-st<
instructions and examples
help you quickly learn to u:
pr ogra mming functions 1
make yo ur problem-solvin
faster, more accurate and fu
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
/">... INNOVATORS IN
\X'
PERSONAL ELECTRONICS
V

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
I N C O R P O RA T E D
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Hockey team wins
BY STEVE WILLIAMSnv
WILLIAMSON

It was close. Too close for enjoyment, in
fact, as the TSC hockey team outscored
Temple, 9-8, in ice action last week.
A few loyal fans did not havte«to wait long
for their Lions to roar up againstifhe owls.
Despite a traffic jam in front of OwTs goal,
TSC's Doug Kinney managed to squeak the
puck passed the Temple goalie- for the
Lions first score of the game.
BUT THE LIONS failed to correct the
flaw that has plagued them throughout
their All-Star season. The defense,
especially in the early going, had a great
deal of trouble clearing the puck from thenown end and taking some of the heat off
their goalie, Rich Corvasce.
The Owls wasted no time in spotting the
Lion defect and continually saturated the
crease with shots and players, waiting the
evasive rebound.
The Lion goalie stick and kicked saved
oncoming Owl shots for what seemed to be
an eternity until the unchallenged,
unchecked Owls tied the score! Tony Camile
and his brother Owls ganged up in the goal
area and overpowered what seemed to be
the only TSC skater on the ice, the goalie.
Coach David, who was also unimpressed
with the 'D', exclaimed, "Who the hell is
playing 'D' back here?"
Luckily for the Lions, the Owl defense
was also not quite up to snuff. After
receiving a pinpoint centering pass from his
linemate, TSC's Doug Kinney skated away
from the Owl defenders and flicked a
backhander past the ear of the Owl goalie
into the upper left corner of the goal.

Even the miraculous saves that TSC's
Rich Corvasce displayed in the opening
minutes could not have stopped Temple's
next two goals. Tony Camile and a host of
other Owls descended on a lone defenseman
and the goalie. Less than two minutes later,
Bob Martin and two other Timple attackers
swooped down on the lonesome Lion goalie.
The offensive firepower that the Lions
exhibited in the earlier two contests was
revived in the second period with an assist
from lady luck. TSC's Joe Opatz picked up
the rebound from a blazing shot that
teammate Gregg Pressing let loose from
the point and sent it skittering by a
sprawled-out owl goalie.
Bill Reynolds, with his back to the goal
and being smothered by an Owl defender,
backhanded the puck toward the Temple
goal in hopes that a fellow Lion would be
there for a shot. There was no one except
the Owl's goalie who watched the pass(?)
bounce off his own skate and into the goal.
With the score at four all, lady luck
smiled once more in TSC's direction. This
time she was with Rick Clarke-Pounder.
Rick Clarke-Pounder, alias QP, let a rocket
go from twenty feet opt that landed with an
echoing thud on Phil Rb<Mioch's goalie pad.
Unfortunately "QP" wa^ulnable to see that
the rebound from his shobirickled between
the goalie's legs and into the"-goal to put the
Lions in the lead.

offense again. Tom Botte supplied the initial
spark. While sliding by the goal on his
stomach, he managed to slip a pass to Rick
Clarke-Pounder, who wasted no time in
slamming the puck past the dazed Owl
goaltender.
And when Botte wasn't sliding by the
goal on one part of his body or another, he
was standing in the crease sneaking the
Lion's seventh goal between the feet of the
Temple defensemen.
Not to be outdone by his teammate, Joe
Opatz stole a misguided pass from the Owls
and raced unassisted down the ice to give
the Lion's an 8-6 leac^

"Had Temple brought its full roster, it
might have been a different game."
The victory puts the Lions on a two game
winning streak as they pounded RutgetsCamden the week before. 9-4.
The TSC skaters face-off against Ocean
County this Wednesday to try to avenge
their only loss of the year. The Lions will be
skating on their home jpe, Lawrenceville
Prep at 9:45 p.m.

THE LIONS WERE not through with the
Owls yet and continued to give Temple's
goalie a bad time. The TSC strikers jammed
things up. in front of the Temple net and
stood unchecked until "QP" provided a
finishing touch to the Lion, scoring drive.
Rick Clarke-Pounder tallied the Lions' ninth
goal, while giving himself a "hat-trick."
The skating Lions seemed to have
developed a Mr. Hyde personality in the
third period during their past two games.
This time their unruly ice conduct almost
cost them the game. The pushing, shoving
and fighting soon put several TSC skaters
away in the penalty box.
Down 9-6, the Owls were skating faster
and checking harder, while the Lions were
getting nervous and collecting more penalty
time.
BUT A ONE-goal lead just would not
hold up against a tough Temple team who
With less than a minute remaining
came to the area with only two-thirds of
Temple's evasive Bob Martin brought the
their roster.
Owls to within one point, 9-8. He got off a
Temple's Bob Martin, whom TSC coach
shot that seemed to come out of nowhere
but knew exactly where to go.
BUT BEFORE THE first period ended Davis called "The Machine", zig-zagged
The Lions nervously skated out the
the Owls scored three n^ore times to take a through a full contingent of TSC defenders
to
throw
a
breath-taking
backhand
shot
remaining 34 seconds to hold off the Owls,
4-2 advantage. The jtfSt came from a
who never gave up.
persistefit Marty Rosenbery, who stood past the TSC goalie to knot the score one
AFTER THE GAME Coach Bert Davis
unchallenged at the corner of the TSC goal more time.
With the game tied in the final period, the remarked, "We had a lot of unnecessary
and slapped a rebound past the Lion
Lions
had
no
choice
but
to
try
to
fire
up
the
penalties,
but other than that I think we
defenders.
skated pretty good." Davis also felt that.

MARKETING CLUB
PRESENTS:

Mr. Bob Spats
from New Jersey
Bell Telephone.

BLUE LINES: 3J&rs-TSC Goali* Rich
Corvasce; 44 save&T.2 Stars-Temple's Bob
Martin; 3 goals, 4 assists... 1 Star TSC wing
Rick Clarke-pounder; 3 goals, 1 assist.

VanNess
Continued from page thirty-one

priorities list are plans for a new softball
field. Practice fields (which vyould also be
used for intramurals) are also on the list but
finding land is the big problem.
Since we're running out of real estate on
campus, the athletic department is trying to
get a piece of land from Ewing Twp. This
would be used for varsity practices as well
as intramurals.
So, quietly and without much fanfare Roy
Van Ness appears every day to do his job.
He's been here for 17 years and some people
wouldn't know him if he streaked across
campus.
It may take him 17 more years for him to
get his name known around TSC. But it only
takes him five minutes to get his message
across to you.
What he wants is simple and clear: have
the best athletic program possible for all
students whether it be on a varsity,
intramural or "working out" level.
If only we had more land!

Men's Intramural Wrestling
Tournament
Action Beginsl'Xf'pSS'
Sign »--•
130 an<l un<ler '
Wpipht
v v c i g u i Hlassps
c -i d b b c b

160 175 190 un |jmjted

Come
out how
marketing a service differs
from marketing a product.
DATE:
TIME:

Wednesday F ebruary 15.1978

PLACE-.

Education B uilding r m. 226

PRIZPS

an^

Second p lace
prizes f or each w eight
class. T wo cases of b eer
for the w inning Team.

3:10 p .m.

ALL STUDENTS ARE WELCOME

For fu rther in formation, ca ll 771- 2389
or st op b y th e Of fice o f Int ramurals a nd Recreation, Packer Ha ll
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Metropolitans Friday

Injuries hamper grapplers
BY ALTAMESE SHERRELL

Coach Dave Icenhower's wrestling team
has learned to live with the reality of
injuries. With a 7-6 record and the season
close to the end. all the grapplers can do is
bandage the wounded and send out the
trainees.
Injuries seemed irrelevant when the
Lions took an easy 46-2 victory over Kean.
I didn t expect such an easy match, we've
had a difficult schedule up to now,"
Icenhower said.
THE LIONS STARTED off on the right
foot with victories from Tom Bruno (118).

Ed Marion (126) and Mike Rosetti (134).
TSC's Gerald Johnson (142) tied Ian
Charles at 7-7. "Johnson will be out for the
remainder of the season. He hurt his neck
during the match," explained Icenhower.
The Lions Martv Rreit.hoff (150) pinned
Billy Scully in 4:02 and Jim Hagedorf (158)
pinned Sam Plumbo in 6:06.
Kevin Walzak (168) came through with a
superior decision over Kean's Terra Klynn.
Keith Weidenhof (177) and Bob Wilkins
(190) had their matches handed to them as
Kean forfeited at both weights. The [Hatch
ended up with Bub Schweder (Hwt.)
taking a 5-0 decision over Pete1 Caeeiano.
THE GRAPPLERS WEEKEND was

Get the edge
on a teaching job
•
•HMh

^ •

•
AS

split with a 30-15 victory over Wagner and a
29-21 lost to C.W. Post. "It's just been one
-injury after another, with Johnson out
now," commented Icenhower. Rosetti was
winning his"Thatch against Post 9-2, when he
was called for using an illegal hold and the
kid said lie was hurt in the hold and
wouldn't continue, so we lost six points
there. That really hurt us."
The rest of the match continued in this
downward trend with exceptions in the
heavier weight classes.
The match against Wagner went the
other way as the Lions came out the victor,
with pins from Breithoff, Walzak and
Schweder. Wilkins took a 10-3 superior
decision and Marion worubv forfeit.
Injuries hampered the Lions again as
they bowed to Rider, 30-13, Thursday night.
It started to hurt them early in the match
when the grappler's forfeited 118.
"We had to, Bruno had the flu " explained
Icenhower.
Rosetti (126)" took a 25-8 decision over
Rider's
Dave Yavoiek,
this gave the Lions
f
i_ ji
, ;
' " °
five badly needed points, to recoup the six
they "gave away" at the beginning.

fending East Coast Conference rh

who was looking for his 17th vicW?10!
on. "II really thought I wrestL tCf
season.
until I gasped, commented Breithnf? ^
The only other Lion victory was W i
who emerged with a 14-2 superior A
over Rider's Blaise Mineo. "I f e]t
there, I cut down to 158 for the
cause I want to go tc the MetroDolit^
that weight and I have a chance oN^
somethings in the National's," said W ] '
The surprise of the match wa b
Wilkins dropping a 17-2 decision to R h
Lou DiSerafino. "I was a little surnJiZj
Wilkins match, but he tells medegree fever," commented Icenhower
"I did have a few injuries, my knee and I
am coming down with the flu, but I «\
take that as an excuse for mv iosins"

better night.'
"Unfortunately the match went nre ttmuch the way I expected," comments
Icenhower. We ve been so banged ud ^
- 1U
injuried,
team vZ
JU11CU» IA knew the
me team
wk
conditioned and it's really not their fault
my fault either. It's just an unfortun'r
situation."
THE OTHER
BIG win of
Actually, liic
the head
—-- :—— the
— ~ day
—j came
irntvuauy,
ntrau coach
coacn said it best it ;i •when
e xt™i
when
Breithoff held on to take an 11-9 an unfortunate situation for an extre
me "
decision over Rider's Scott Brambani, a de- talented team.

SlS^Qnthemove
'•ontinued from page th irty-two
Following Pallitto's first er, uh, escape.
were from Montcair and each was named . Rosetti picked him up, dumped him for the
the Outstanding Wrestler in winning their takedown and hesitiated for a second before
national crowns.
spinning behind. Rosetti let him go at 1:35
National Educator Selection (NES) has
With four teachers applying for every
Since tose early days, Rosetti has and 12 seconds later, Pallitto emba rrased
an unique, economical service that
available position, you need more
matured as a competitor. Dave Icenhower both himseld and those who covered th eir
gives you a valuable edge over other
than a resume to stand out from the
was assistant wrestling coach, coming from eyes in sympathy to watch this fasco.
teacher applicants. And school districts
crowd. You get that edge with NES,
Lehigh University, when he met Rosetti in
MOVING SPASTICALLY PALLITTO
throughout New Jersey are using our
1975.
and for less than what you'd pay for a
taunted Rosetti, daring jitm to shoo t a
system to help find and hire teachers
professionally prepared resume.
"He's changed a lot since he was a
takedown.
Then the not-so keen wre stler
(see listing below).
For more information at no obliga sophomore," said Icenhower. "He's become attempted a sloppy, half-assed arm d rag
The heart of our system is the NES
Dhvsically stronger and he has developed
tion, fill in and mail the coupon.
Teacher Vacancy List. This is an up-toconfidence. Mentally, he thinks he can do j,. takedown which left him laying on his s ide
Or pick up the phone right now and
as Rosetti casually spun behind for the two
date listing of hundreds of current job
.. and that's the biggest change a wrestler
call (609) 799-3383 collect.Your
points.
openings in New Jersey and across the
can make. He believes he can go out with
placement officer can also tell you more anyone and win."
country. Jobs are listed according to
Rosetti released him again then took him
about NES.
"He's
not
a
slick
wrestler,"
said
location, discipline, salary and certifica
down (gettin' monotonous, ain't it?) but this
Participating New Jersey School
Icenhower. "But he's rugged ... he has a
tion requirements.The openings are
time
went for the shoulder blades. Some
Districts:
physical style and his excellent conditioning called the move he used an "arm bar" and
in all fields, at all levels. And many of
Gloucester Township School
helps him beat people.
others said it was an "illegal chicken wing."
them are to be filled in September.
Palisades Learning Center, Inc. •
Whatever it was, call it painful. When
Our Teacher Vacancy List also contains
Irvington Public Schools
"HE
SCORES
A
lot
of
points,"
he
said
.
Rosetti stepped over Pallitto's upper b ody
valuable information on how to land
Trenton Public Schools
"Most
of
them
are
backpoints.
But
he
and
posted his head, the twisted Kean
the job you want.
Franklin Township Public Schools
doesn't stick people (pin them) too much.
wrestler gasped through a sunset-colored
Union Township Public Schools
Another element of the NES system
Most of h is matches are superior decisions." face.
Plainfield Public Schools
Rosetti seemed to be enjoying
is our National Applicant Index. It's a
One of those superior decsions occurred
Ewing Township Public Schools
himself.
computer bank of all NES registrants<
recently during Trenton's blowout victory
Piscataway Township Public Schools
Pallitto ended the second period tra iling
according to certification, qualifications
Diocese of Trenton School Office
against cancerous Kean College which 13-3, and if that wasn't bad enough, he still
and special interests. School districts
Pennsauken Township Public Schools
looked like a lion attacking a defenseless had three more minutes of punishment
in New Jersey and across the country
Highland Park Schools
grapefruit.
coming to him.
use this index to fill their job openings.
Vineland Public Schools
Rosetti went up to the 134 weight class
A fall would have been the easy way out.
Moreover, an ongoing computer search
Camden City Public Schools
instead of his usual 126 slot because he But the third period was like an overtime
Bogota Public Schools
matches your unique qualifications
wanted some tougher competition against version of torture. Rosetti started the
Montvale Public Schools
with the best possible job openings,
Kean's stud '34 pounder Dan Charles. But
period by giving Pallitto the escape an d
Cliffside Park Schools
and quickly informs you of th e positions.
for some unknown reason, when Charles
then played around with a hookup for about
Rahway
Public Schools
You can gain an even greater edge
knew
he
would
face
Rosetti,
he
myster
four
seconds.
Chesihurst Borough
on the competition with a Videoiously slithered into the 142 weight class.
St. Hedwig s School
Credential
—a videotape of you con
That's some compliment. But Rosetti
HIS NEXT MOVE was more poetic than
Galloway Township Public Schools
ducting a five-minute simulated
wasn't about to be flattered with the fear
mechanical. Using his quick hands, Rosetti
Edison Township Public Schools
lesson Copies of your tape can be used
which envelopes a respected surname. He
faked a uiuve
move to
right siuc
side aim
and cam e
i,u the
me rigor
Lawrence Township Public Schools
to apply for any of the openings in
still went out and demolished Kean's Gary
Madison Public Schools
back to the left, going beneath Pallitto s
our Teacher Vacancy List...or to any
Pallitto who was 7-1-1 B.R. (Before Rosetti).
Cranford Public Schools
arms with a duck-under move to a nig
Elizabeth Public Schools
Rosetti opened up the first period with
other school of your choice. It's a vivid
crotch takedown.
Mainland
Regional niyn
High School
.•.
uiiiiui.u ncyiuiioi
ooiiuui
his usual sugar
™goi iwi,
foot auaiice,
stance, which
wnicn aares
dares
The rest ot the match was of no spe cial
and persuasive way to prove you can
Scotch
Plains-F-anwood
Regional
Schools
everybody
to
attempt
a
takedown.
Yet
voyeur who likes to watch people in pain
teach The videotaping is done at our
Factt Rrnnc
\A/ioU PiiKlio
tif
thf»ro are
arc four
>^ 'O
.ic, is
• .usually
n in
East
Brunswick
Public C/>hrvr
Schools
there
few +oL-o».o
takers <-as
'Setts
Rosetti did pick up three points for a neat
NES Center in Princeton.
HanoverTownship Schools
on an opponent's leg quicker than a ref can
fall using a headlock at 1:04 to go and wit h
This totally new concept has been
Parsippany Public Schools
say "Two!"
four seconds remaining in the bout he pu t
greeted with enthusiasm by school
Township of Li vingston
Pallitto on hi back for a two point
administrators. Mr. Phillip Geiger,*
AT 1:07 IN the period, Rosetti was
predicament.
The final score with riding
awarded two points for a high crotch to a
Superintendent of Galloway Public
NES is conducting a session called Job
time:
Rosetti-26, Pallitto-7.
Opportunities in T eaching at Trenton State double-leg
uvuuic-jcg takedown.
taivcuuwn. nc
He iuue
rode mm
him wiin
with an
Schools in P omona, N J. said, "Viewing
What does Rosetti do for an en core. P 1
C0,leF9eebra^7S9RpOMOman2iV!r ea^Cjr,er arm b,ar an<?
videotapes of a pplicants is a highly
* the clock late in the
u
February 16. 7-9 PM. and February
18.
wings off fruit flie^Not really. Nor doc;
period as Pallitto attempted a switch and
10 AM-12 Noon If y ou d like to attend, call
practical and effective way of selecting
he feel a special pleasure trom snooting
(609) 799-3383 for a reservation
then tried to roll him. Neither move
teachers!"
minnows with a .357 magnum revolver.
worked.
I
His
real goal is to win or at least place in t he
position in the second period.
Three
729 Alexander Road, Princeton. NJ 08540
NCAA University Nationals.
.
seconds after the whistle blew, he escaped,
He wore sweatpants, soaked from a oris
Send me free information on the NES System
casually fixing his chinstrap as he faced his
(PLEASE PRINT)
two
and
one-half-mile
run
after
the
match
opponent in the standing position.
He runs twice a day to prepare for th<
Rosetti practically tackled him for the
nationals. His cheek blpd from a cut
takedown at 2:35 and let him go at 2:21
suffered during the match.
giving him a nonchalant escape, it was nxe
when the cops release a criminal on the
"When I was a freshman . 'e" '
streets, hoping he 11 lead them to a higger nothing to lose," he said. "NV»* ' respec
catch.
everybody I wrestie . . even the guy Iron.
Seven times during the match, Rosetti
Kean. 1 went ove- ami shook his hand an Devoted to finding
purposely released his prisoner to satisfy said "Nice match1*" because he cut t '
the
right
educator
his hunger for another takedown and those weight ... lie went through the same
Phone.
_
for the right school
........
a,uaMmum which
wnicn often
oiten lead
leaa to training .. . he's man enough to go out tht r>
nontaneous
ba^knoints
i
J-MJ m at sensation known as "The Fall."

It*
National
Educator
Selection
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VanNess hashigh
hopes for TSC

Stepping into coaching or the AD job was
no big switch as he had been involved in
Many people don't know too much about sports the majority of his life.
TSC Athletic Director Roy Van Ness, and if
A three-letter winner (basketball, foot
he has it to his liking, that's just the way it ball, track) while attending TSC, Van Ness
will stay.
holds the school record for the javelin toss.
Cramped into an office better suited for Add that to the fact that he is a physical
an army general rather than a college education graduate with a masters degree
administrator. Van Ness, the A.D since from Columbia University and you realize
1961, appears every day to oversee the the AD has much knowledge about his job.
The US government even recognized this
athletic program.
"We have 21 varsity sports (men and in the mid-50's and presented him with the
women) at TSC and I'm responsible for Fulbright Award. He was sent overseas to
their scheduling and to make sure the guide a foreign country in planning athlet
facilities are ready," commented Van Ness. ics.
"By winning the award I was a represen
"No matter what happens, whether it be
facilities, people, a ballplayer or public tative of the states in the country of
Bagdaderhak," Van Ness spoke out. "I
relations, it comes to my office."
Van Ness is not the most publicized man worked with the athletics, especially bas
on campus and he likes it that way. He feels ketball, and helped them with their school
as long as you run everything smoothly of physical education."
bv Norman Wru»k/
Since his tenure at Trenton State College
people don't know your name.
'THE UNKNOWN AD"- Athletic Roy Van Ness pauses from his busy day. Van Ness
started
back
in
'61,
"Mr.
Van"
has
seen
the
"If something is out of line or confusing,
hopes to have a multi-purpose gym on campus someday.
especially if it's totally out of line, people institution changed from a "teachers col
remember your name. But if the program is lege" to a college that offers a variety of
The hiring and the firing of coaches is one of five years and that's just what's happen
really going great they don't know who you courses.
ing."
"A few years ago one of our biggest areas AD's most important chores.
are."
"We have a great number of problems
"We have the responsibility of having a
'The secret is, I guess,
to keep your was elementary education. Now that makes
with this building. The machinery, the low
good
coaching
staff,
"
Van
reports.
"Dr.
fingers on everything but keep a low it tough to recruit male athletes. Not many
grade of the facility is the inadequate
Walker and I work to have the finest
profile," he continued. "In fact I think that's males want to spend their lives in elemen
coaching staff that we can get our hands sizing."
the secret of being a good administrator." tary education."
Van Ness is quick to point out the need
on."
But what will draw a prospective athlete
When Roy was a coach for the Lions, he
So just how do you get the best possible for a new gym and other facilities for
had the opportunity to serve under such to a school that doesn't offer athletic
coaches? And once you get the coaches you recreation purposes. He also would like to
Trenton State College greats as George scholarships?
have a new pool so we could bring back the
"The only money an athlete can receive want how do you make sure they're doing
Ackerman and Earl Dean.
men's swimming team.
an
adequate job?
He thought so much of these two from a Division III school is if it's based on
"One of the biggest reasons we don't have
"I attend as many games as I can," he
individuals that he named TSC facilities in financial need," advised Van Ness. "Our
a men's swimming team is because the pool
schedules are tough now, though, so we replied. "Like I said before, I'm responsible
their honor.
is
too shallow." he pointed out. "You just
for the department and seeing it firsthand
"These two men were very influential in must recruit. What it comes down is that,
is my best way to evaluate each program." can't dive! We have a women's team but
building our athletic program," remarked we only have a smile to offer."
"I watch the conduct of our players on the they have to forfeit diving and that's a big
"We try to have good facilities and a good
the athletic director. "I thought it was
competitive schedule. We're concerned floor and the way our coaches act. I want us handicap for them.
fitting to name facilities after them."
To try to help the situation at Packer Hall
to
be competitive - no, I want us to win!
Dean was serving as the AD in the '50's with the overall appearance of the campus.
He wants them to win so badly that next the athletic department proposed plans to
and Van Ness coached with Ackerman. In You never know what will turn a kid on or
year all coaches will be hired by the athletic build indoor tennis and racquetball courts.
the fall they coached football, in the winter off to your program."
One big factor that could influence department. The AD is doing this so But opposition from private enterprises and
basketball and in the spring "Mr. Van"
coaches
can put their full emphasis on the from the student body delayed these plans.
recruiting is the coaching staffs at TSC.
piloted the track team.
Now Van Ness has bigger and better
athletic program.
"The one thing that scholarships give you things up his sleeve.
When asked what his solution to the
is consistency. Without this money we are
not sure we're going to be a winner in every "Packer Hall problem" is, he just sat back
and smiled. "I like the idea of the
sport each year.
The splitting of the athletic department multi-purpose facility."
.
CUB Recrea tion and
This facility would include space for
from the physical education department
started when Van Ness took office. Now tennis and racquetball courts as well as a
t h e S t u d e n t C e n t e r wi l l s p o n s o r a
^ , «*
practice room for the wrestling team, a
that the athletic department will hire the
weight room, basketball courts, and even a
coaches, the split becomes even wider.
"When I started here everything was a couple-lane jogging course around the
spinoff of the physical education program," outside.
"Our wrestling team is competing on a
explains Van Ness. "Now every coach, male
and female, will be hired full-time by the
national level now and have to practice in a
athletic department. We will either hire
room not big enough to be a broom closet.
someone from physical education or hire an
We would have a nice size room for them to
outsider. This will give us a chance to put
use plus we would move the whole
full emphasis on athletics."
* *
*
intramural program over there. There
* *
* *
Van Ness has many plans for the future
* *
* *
would be no open gym in Packer Hall."
*
* *
of T.S.C. Atop the list for future improve
This building would be constructed in the
ments is to upgrade Packer Hall as well as
area between Packer Hall and the old Pub.
add more facilities for recreational pur
This is about the only spot it will fit in.
poses.
The AD is quick to point out that the
"This place (Packer Hall) is like a
money for use of the facility will be
wartime barracks," relates the admini
included in the Student Service Fee money
strator. "Go down to the lockerrooms and
that we're billed for already.
there's cement floors and bare cinder
Moving outdoors, at the top of the
blocks.lt seems this place was built to last
Continued on page twen ty-mne
BY CHRIS D'AMICO

" Foosball
... Tournament

Wednesday,
February 15, 1978 5:00 p.m.
in th e Student Center
NO ENTRY F EE ! !

Intramurals and R ecreation Pr esents:

Sign up begins Monday February 4, at
the Student Center Games Desk.
* * •* * *

F u t u r e T o ur n a m e n t Dates:

Billiards

* »•».

March 7

Ping Pong

April 4

(sheas a n d B a c k g a m m o n

A p r i l IS

U
lilLIIC&niBlIILlIiL'irs All St udents, Faculty, St aff a nd t heir
dependents.
WILCElYa Feb. 22, 9: 45 - 1 1:00 p .m.
Lawrenceville S chool
(2) V ans w ill leave P acker
Hall parking lo t a t 9:1 5 p.m . an d r eturn a fter Ic e Skating a t 11:00 p .m

f o r fu r t h e r i n f o : c o n t a c t G a m e s D e s k a t 2 9 7 1

FREE Coffee a nd H ot C hocolate b y t he fi replace
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Lions upset by Profs, 65-5
BY RICK FORTENBAUGH
The sometimes awesome, sometimes
awful, Trenton State basketball team was
once again the latter Saturday afternoon
when it dropped a 65-58 decision to a
Glassboro team that the Lions had previ
ously annihilated back in December.
Trenton's undoing this time around was a
dismal first half in which the team shot an
horrendous 28 percent. After Jose Oakley
scored the games initial basket Glassboro
went on a 17-1 spurt to assume a lead that it
never relinquished.
DOWN 33-21 AT halftime Trenton came
storming back to twice draw within a
basket, the last being at 41-39 with 9:18
remaining. As hard as Trenton tried to get
even however, the more it struggled.
Glassboro went into a semi-stall and soon
was planting itself at the foul line where it
sank 14 of 17. When Trenton scored, its
attempts to steal the ball with a full-court
press were broken by Glassboro guard
Kevin Burley with an almost ludicrous ease.
Following the game Trenton coach Tom
McCorry was philosophically composed,
something he wasn't during the frustrating
contest. "We didn't score a basket for seven
minutes in the first half," McCorry ex
claimed. "We gave up 33 points, which isn't
that bad, but the 28 percent says it all."
Certainly Trenton's inept offense must
take much of the blame but as Glassboro
coach Ralph SaQuella pointed out the
defense wasn't that hot either. "This isn't a
knock on Trenton," Saquella explained.
"But let's face it, Trenton was much more
intense the first time we played." They just
didn't have the same aggressiveness today
and their zone wasn't sliding at all. Frankly
I'm surprised because McCorry has been
doing the best coaching job in the league."
Sporting a big smile SaQuella's comment
concerning the Trenton zone was judicious
to say the least. Compared to the Trenton
movement, the Italian army is like the
blitzkreig. Molasses flows quicker. High
scorer for the game, Glassboro's Frank
Hudson with 22, had himself a grand nlH

time from the left baseline popping his 10
footer with uncanny accuracy. Not ntil
McCorry scrapped the zone and went to a
man to man was Trenton able to slow him
down. Even then Hudson finished with a
pair of slam dunks. The lightning quick
Glassboro guard Kevin Burley, was also
particulary damaging to the Lions cause as
he penetrated for 11 assists as well as
collecting 6 steals.
It was interesting to note that when TSC
toughened on the defense its offense
became more effective. Glassboro for its
part was playing a zone that seemed as if i t
was packed into a sardine can. Determined
as Trenton was, to get the ball inside it took
some slick passing to get the layup but for a
while the Lions pulled it off. With Rich
Groves and Dave Roberts maneuvering
inside, TSC roared back but the strategy
was taking its toll. The turnovers, 27 for the
game started piling up and eventually the
mistakes proved lethal.
WHAT TRENTON COULD use in situ
ations like this is a consistent zone-buster.
Forcing the ball inside seldom works and
when it does it's usually because the
defense is asleep, as Trenton's often was.
High scorer for the losers was Dave
Roberts whose 20 points on some beautiful
inside moves personally kept the Lions in
the game. The guards, with the exception of
Kevin Kulhawy's 10 points, had nothing to
say as they seemed, mainly by design,
reluctant to shoot. Bill Aromando after
committing five early turnovers spent the
rest of the game picking splinters.
The loss dropped TSC's season record to
10-7 as well as relegating them to second
place in the conference. Earlier in the week
Jersey City had drilled Kean giving Kean
its first conference lost.
This week is a key one with games
against Stockton at home on Monday and
then away games with Kean on Wednesday
and William Paterson on Thursday.
The Lions still look good as far as the
playoffs go. They just have to win two of
their remaining games to make the post
season play.
LION LINES - Lions registered
0H N0
must" league wuf list
DON"!- TSC's Jose Oakley blocks a shot during game la^wwk!TheLio
trounced Stockton State, 89-70. Dave remain in second place after dropping a decision to Glassboro [see storrl afte r defeui
Roberts was high man for the Lions as he Stockton State 89-70 last night,
tabbed 25 in his final home performance.

Athlete of the month

Rosetti: He's got fhemoves
BY JOSEPH R. PERONE
In a gesture of encouragement, Mike
Rosetti slaps a teammate on the rear and
moves his shoulders and ahqg in a circular
motion to loosen up.
He seems rather cocky or overconfident

as he walks around blowing bubblegum,
looks at the crowd, stretchtes his arms and
then glances at the competition as if he can't
stand still for a moment.
AND THAT'S EXACTLY the way
Mike Rossetti wrestles. He never stops
moving.

"He's exciting to watch, win or lose," said
Trenton State coach Dave Icenhower. "He
goes berserk for eight minutes and he tries
to beat the snot out of the other guy. He's
still a bit of a hot dog but that's part of his
style."
Another part of Rosetti's style is win
ning: winner of the Central Jersey Open,
the East Stroudsberg Open, and the
Orange Bowl tournament in Miami, Florida.
Now that s style. And it was classy enough
r ??rnJ™The
Prestigious Athlete
ot the Month award.
Rosetti's overall record is an impressive
31-3,- two of those losses came against high
calibre opposition. In a dual-meet, Rosetti
lost against two-time New England champ
Joe Davidson of Rhode Island University.
He was also defeated by National Junior
College runner-up Lou Dionisio after
Rosetti had already decisioned him 7-5
earlier in the Coast Guard Invitation.
He's also beaten some of the best. The
junior co-captain has defeated:
Rick
Mecko, an Atlantic Coast Conference
runner-up; Tom Fink, a Division II AllAmerica and Eastern Intercollegiate Athle
tic Association (EIAA) place winners Guy
Dugas or Syracuse and Tom Coleman of
Army.
ANOTHER OF ROSETTI'S victims
was North Carolina s C. D. Mock, brother of
former Rider standout Jed Mock. C. D. had
a 27-1 record before he met the "Trenton
terror " His credentials include the
Pennsylvania High School Division A

championship and Scholastic Wresfc
News considered Mock the top 12 6 p <®
prospect in the nation. Yet Rosetti hand*
him easily.
"In that one loss against Davidson, M
had a few mental problems,
Icenhower. "Davidson took him down ear
in the match and Rosetti just lost his cool.
Icenhower said Rosetti should be see*
first in the Division III NCAA tour nantf
and indicated he should have no pro&'fwinning the Metropolitan Tournament to held at TSC.
"Rosetti should win the Mets, ^
Icenhower, "because he's beaten ever) no
that he'll face. And he received hon or! ,
mention in National Mat news. Of the t •
12 men in the country at 126, Rose tti
beaten three of them and all of them
university guys."
The "university guys" are a reference
Division I wrestlers. The NCAA is <bvl .
into divisions I, II and III with di«s< ® •
containing the Oklahomas, Iowas,
U.S.C.'s.
Division III members mcli*
TSC, Montclair State and Glassboro.
DURING HIS CAREER at TSC, R< *f;
has enjoyed the limelight of being nam ^
the All-America team. Yet there are j >
skeletons in his locker which he d W e
forget.
^
Those skeletons are attached to nan *
which cost him the Metropolitan Chafflj**
ships. In 1975, Rosetti lost in the 126 p " 1
Met finals to Nabil Gugetlov, the defen J
NCAA titlist. Both Guketlov and Tu ®»
Continued on
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